


Artists’ Books Exhibition, UWE, Bristol, UK

They Cast No Shadows: Hallowe’en Works from Zitouna 
Press over 25 Years
Bower Ashton Library, UWE Bristol
Weds 1st October – Friday 31st October 2014
They Cast No Shadows showcases 25 years of Hallowe’en 
works published by the artist Roni Gross under the imprint 
Zitouna Press. These limited editions explore the worlds of 
the living and of the dead, the visible and the invisible, and 
pause on the threshold between them. 

Roni Gross made her first printed multiple to observe 
Hallowe’en in 1989, and since then has used the annual 
festival to investigate different perceptions of mortality and 
the spirit world. She says: ‘Designed to be inclusive, I have 
taken this holiday and the season in which it occurs as a 
jumping off point for examination. Folklore, mythology and 
meditations on love and death have all found their way into 
these works.’

Observed in many countries on 31st October, Hallowe’en 
is a Christian festival with roots in the pagan Samhain, 
influenced by harvest and the turn of the year towards 
winter. Hallowe’en falls on the evening before All Hallows’ 
Day, and is considered a liminal time, when spirits can more 
easily enter the world. The dead command both our fear and 
our devotion, hence it is traditional to hold vigils during 
the night to keep malevolent ghosts at bay and to entice 
benevolent spirits. Various charms are needed, and none is 
more welcome than the envelope from Zitouna Press which 
arrives just before the holiday. 
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While Hallowe’en has become largely secular, the dead 
persist no less powerfully in the minds of the living. 
The human fascination with mortality has generated many 
legends: in the ancient world Persephone in Hades; 
Orpheus and Eurydice; or Gilgamesh; the shaman is 
another figure with continued currency who transgresses 
the boundary between life and death. Like the shaman, the 
artist is traditionally seen as communicating with the dead 
and even making deals with them, whether the aim is to 
attain riches, knowledge or fame, or indeed like Orpheus 
to rescue a loved one.

Some texts in the Zitouna editions are drawn from the 
classics, such as the fragments from The Fall of The House 
of Usher that appear (and disappear) in Vapors. Others are 
composed by Gross herself, or are the words of friends and 
fellow artists – a number of whom contributed a drawing or 
story to Before. Although the themes under consideration 
are serious ones, the project offers the artist a space to 
play with paper, structures and printmaking techniques. 
(The Zitouna editions represent a ‘holiday’ in every sense, 
as Gross’ regular artist’s books are issued under a separate 
imprint, Z’roah Press.) The series – a virtuoso showcase 
of the print media available to an artist today – recalls the 
tradition of printers’ keepsakes, divertissements created to 
demonstrate a new typeface, or just to show off skill. 
Gross’ favoured medium is letterpress, in all its forms: 
wood type, hot metal and polymer plates. Whether using 
the photocopier, or brush and ink, Gross explains that 
‘the tactile quality of the materials, the printed surface 

Detail from the book Ancestors, 2003. Stab sewn book with 
original photography and text. Handset type. Edition of 53.

Ghosts and Skeletons, 2000. Accordion letterpress printed both 
sides with watercolour added. Edition of 75.
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as well as the structure play an integral role in the 
communication of my ideas.’ Look out for structures 
which work hand in glove with Gross’s theme, from the 
two volumes of traditional Japanese stab bindings linked 
by a thread (Before and After) and flag book (They Cast 
No Shadows) to contemporary formats which push the 
boundaries of the book form (Ghost Rolodex).

These editions question the superstitions surrounding the 
dead and the spaces they occupy across many cultures. 
Their spirits must be propitiated, whether by sugar skulls 
and marigold petals laid from the grave to the family table 
in Mexico’s ‘Day of the Dead’ or more secular activities in 
North America such as carving pumpkins, apple bobbing 
and wearing fancy dress to ‘trick or treat’. 

In After – compiled for the Hallowe’en following 9/11 – 
Gross researched prayers for the dead from many faiths, 
Buddhist, Christian, Hindu, Muslim, and Jewish. Other 
books consider outsider relationships with the dead 
(Ancestors) and the natural world (Spirits of the Wood), or 
the practice of magic (Alchemy). Witty and yet sensitive, 
these works express the pain of bereavement (They Cast No 
Shadows), challenge the boundaries between the two worlds 
(Above and Below) and even cast a mischievous eye on the 
uncanny (Vestigial Leprechauns).

It is hoped that this showing of Zitouna Hallowe’en works 
will provide viewers with a handful of charms to appease 
their ghosts as we approach 31 October.

Nancy Campbell, 2014
http://ronigross.com/section/120880_Zitouna.html

This Time in History: What Escapes, by Rose Frain  
National Art Library Landing, V&A Museum, London
Until 30th November 2014 
As a contribution to the V&A’s centenary reflections on the 
outbreak of war, the distinguished artist Rose Frain creates 
an installation for the National Art Library. A selection of 
objects from the V&A’s collections is juxtaposed with her 
new original pieces, including an artist’s book created for 
the occasion. 

The memory of 1914 and WW1 focuses other memories 
and experiences of conflict, from ancient Mesopotamia 
to contemporary Afghanistan. 2014 also being the 450th 
anniversary of William Shakespeare’s birth, his voice is 
cited, speaking directly to the present moment.

Open: 10.00 to 17.45 daily, 10.00 to 22.00 Fridays.
The Victoria and Albert Museum
Cromwell Road, London SW7 2RL, UK. 
www.vam.ac.uk

Künstlerbücher - Artists’ Books
Benediktinerstift Admont Bibliothek & Museum, Austria
Until 2nd November 2014 
Eight internationally-focused collections from Germany and 
Austria present in this shared exhibit, a selection of artists’ 
books in their collections from 1960 to the present. 

From the collections of: 
• Bavarian State Library, Munich 
• Museum of Applied Arts, Frankfurt am Main 
• MUMOK Museum of Modern Art Ludwig Foundation      
Vienna, Vienna 
• MAK Austrian Museum of Applied Arts / Contemporary 
Art, Vienna 
• Collection Wulf D. von Lucius and Akka, Stuttgart 
• Collection Hubert Kretschmer, archives Artist 
Publications, Munich 
• University Library of the University of Applied Arts, 
Vienna 
• Centre for Artists’ Publications, Weser Castle | Museum of 
Modern Art, Bremen 

Artists: Judith Albert • Carl Andre • Horst Antes • Ay-O 
• Jeffrey Balance • Oladélé Ajiboyé Bamgboyé • Fioana 
Banner • Judith Barry • Robert Barry • Anselm Baumann • 
Joseph Beuys • stanley brouwn • Wolfgang Buchta • Angela 
Bulloch • Chris Burden • John Cage • Philip Corner • Meg 
Cranston • John  Crombie • Hanne Darboven • Tacito Dean 
• Jim Dine • Jimmie  Durham • Gerhild Ebel • Tracey Emin 
• Oyivind Fahlström • Robert Filliou • Monique Frydman 
• Heinz Gappmayr • Liam Gillick • John Giorno • Eugen 
Gomringer • Douglas Gordon • Kristjan Gudmundsson • 
Al Hansen • Dick Higgins • Susan Hiller • Jenny Holzer • 
Douglas Huebler • Jasper Johns • Gunnar A. Kaldewey • 
Thomas Kapielski  • Allan Kaprow  • Mike Kelley • Martin 
Kippenberger • Alison  Knowles • Joseph Kosuth • Corinna 
Krebber • Burgi Kühnemann •Cornelia Lauf • Betty Leirner 
• Sherrie Levine • Sol LeWitt • Paul McCarthy  • George 
Maciunas • Tracy Mackenna • Heinz Mack • Jackson  Mac 
Low • Peter Malutzki • Christoph Mauler • Klaus  Merkel 
• Annette Messager • Michail Molochnikov • Didier Mutel 
• Yoko Ono • Roman Opalka • Kveta Pacovska • Nam June 
Paik • Simon Patterson • A.R. Penck • Guiseppe Penone • 
Raymond Pettibon • Elena Peytchinska • Clive Phillpot • 
Lari Pittmann • Serge Poliakoff • Tobias Rehberger • Diter 
Rot • Dieter Roth • Jerome Rothenberg • Nancy Rubins • 
Ed Ruscha • Juliao Sarmento • Veronika Schäpers • Barbara 
Schmidt-Heins • Carolee Schneemann • Jimmy Shaw • 
Emil Siemeister • Dayanita Singh • Daniel Spoerri • Hiroshi 
Sugimoto • Yun Suzuki • Miroslava Symon • Mario Terzic 
• Dylan Thomas • Walasse Ting • Rirkrit Tiravanija • 
Rosemarie Trockel • Richard Tuttle • Günther Uecker • Wolf 
Vostell • Herman de Vries • Andy Warhol • Robert Watts • 
Lawrence Weiner • Carola Willbrand • La Monte Young • 
Huang Yongping • Shen Yuan • Ottfried Zielke •

Curated by Michael Braunsteiner & Barbara Eisner-B.

Benediktinerstift Admont Bibliothek & Museum
Admont 1, A-8911, Austria. Open daily from 10am – 5pm.
http://www.stiftadmont.at/deutsch/museum/museum/
kuenstler.php

Amador Perez: Memorabilia 
Correios Cultural Center, Rio de Janeiro
1st October – 7th December 2014
In the exhibition Memorabilia, Amador Perez presents 
recent works combining printed images on canvas 
(a selection of his drawings of the 1980s) and objects, 
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and shows in retrospect the series Gioventù (1995/98, 
63 graphite and colour pencil drawings).

Perez is also showing two new artists’ books produced 
in collaboration with the master bookbinder Cristina 
Viana (www.palmarium.com.br). These are being shown 
alongside evidence of the complete development process 
of the project, from drawings, to printing and binding 
each edition. The books Vaslav Nijinski: SOU and Nijinski: 
imagens are both based on the Russian dancer and 
choreographer who continues to be an ongoing source of 
inspiration to the artist. www.amadorperez.com

Centro Cultural Correios is open to the public Tuesday 
- Sunday, noon - 7pm. Free admission. Rua Visconde de 
Itaboraí, 20 - Centro Corredor Cultural, 20010-976 - Rio de 
Janeiro – RJ, Brazil.
http://www.correios.com/english/the-brazil-post/education-
and-culture/cultural-centers/cultural-center-of-rio-de-
janeiro

Bookmarks XII: Infiltrating the Library System 
10 venues in Australia, Canada, Norway, the UK and USA
Until 22nd February 2015
Bookmarks XII forms part of an annual series aiming to 
encourage appreciation of work in the format of the artist’s 
book. Participating artists each produce an edition of 100 
signed and numbered bookmarks to give away through 
distribution boxes at 10 venues around the world. 

This year they are at independent bookshops, art centres, 
galleries and libraries, including the world’s smallest 
literature house (in Røldal, Norway). All venues are open 
to the public, in Australia, Canada, Norway (three venues), 
the UK and USA. 

Over the last twelve years, the Bookmarks series of free 
artwork distribution has visited 125 galleries, bookstores, 
workshops, centres, schools and libraries in Australia, 
Brazil, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, France, 
Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Singapore, Spain, South 
Korea, Switzerland, Turkey, the UK and USA. 

475 artists have contributed 47,500 bookmarks to the twelve 
projects to date. The artists’ bookmarks are divided into 
100 sets; one full set being sent to each of the contributing 
artists and the rest divided and sent in distribution boxes to 
participating host venues around the world, for visitors to 
take. Each bookmark has the website address which brings 
visitors to the gallery of artworks online, in the hope that 
people will find out more about the artists involved 
in the project.

Bookmarks XII includes 52 artists from: Australia, 
Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway, 
Sweden, the UK, and the USA. This year, ten artists from 
Karingallery in Geelong, Australia collaborated on three sets 
of bookmarks between them for the project, and the artist/
programme coordinator Zoe Snyder also made a set 
of 100. Karingallery is also hosting one of the venue 
boxes for Bookmarks XII.

We have a brilliant selection of bookmarks this year created 
with a wide range of processes, from: recycled book pages, 
blind embossing, letterpress, lithography, screenprint, hand 
cut, photography, hand painted, stencilled, rubber stamps, 

Amador Perez. Untitled, series Gioventù, upon Visconti, 1996, 
18 x 13 cm, graphite.

On Thin Ice, Chris Ruston, UK, 2014

Loretta Cappanera, Italy, 2014
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hand drawn, and more. The Italian artist Loretta Cappanera 
even managed to make her 100 stamped and painted 
bookmarks in transit, starting with an 11.5-hour flight 
from Frankfurt to San Francisco!

Many thanks to all the artists who have participated this 
year, especially Molly Lemon, who made a set of bookmarks 
as an artist, and volunteered for the intern position here 
to help out. Molly spent two weeks here in June scanning, 
stamping and packing all the artists and venue sets for 
posting out before moving on to her summer job. 
Molly is now in her final year as an undergraduate student at 
Winchester School of Art, UK, and we hope she will be back 
to see us in the future. Thank you so much Molly!

Thanks to all our venue hosts for participating, and also 
a big thank you to David Dellafiora who introduced the 
Karingallery artists to the project this year.

Venues for Bookmarks XII until 22nd February 2015 are:

Bergen Public Library, Strømgaten 6, 5015 Bergen, Norway
http://bergenbibliotek.no/kunst/grafisk-materialsamling

Edinburgh College of Art Library, Evolution House, West 
Port, Edinburgh EH1 2LE, Scotland
http://www.ed.ac.uk/schools-departments/information-
services/library-museum-gallery/using-library/lib-locate/
eca-library

John M Flaxman Library Special Collections, The 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 37 S Wabash, 
Chicago, IL 60603, USA. http://www.saic.edu/academics/
librariesandspecialcollections/johnmflaxmanlibrary/

Karingallery, 1/4 James St, Geelong VIC 3220, Australia
http://www.karingallery.karingal.org.au

KHiB Library, Bergen Academy of Art and Design, 
Vaskerelven 8, 5014 Bergen, Norway
http://www.khib.no/english/about-khib/khib-library/

Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S, 
Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org

Much Ado Books, 8 West Street, Alfriston, East Sussex, 
BN26 5UX, UK. http://www.muchadobooks.com

Paul D. Fleck Library & Archives, The Banff Centre, 107 
Tunnel Mountain Drive, Banff, Alberta, T1L 1H5, Canada
http://www.banffcentre.ca/library/

Robert Smail’s Printing Works, 7-9 High Street, 
Innerleithen, EH44 6HA, Scotland 
http://www.nts.org.uk/smailsarchive

Røldal Literature House, Kalvatræet, Røldal, Southern 
Norway. http://bit.ly/1jX1B7a

Catch them at any of these venues, and see all the artists’ 
bookmarks online at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookmark.htm

Book Power Redux
Collins Memorial Library at the University of Puget 
Sound, Tacoma, USA
Until 15th October 2014
23 Sandy Gallery and the University of Puget Sound present 
Book Power Redux, an international juried exhibition of 
book art focusing on social and political issues. 
Artists’ books are a powerful medium for social change and 
activism. This show focuses on the most vital issues of our 
day: race, diversity, equality, justice, bullying, poverty, civil 
rights and more. 

Book artists have a unique opportunity given an accessible, 
multi-dimensional, multi-media format that can go beyond 
just making things to making things happen. The current 
social and political issues listed above are but a few topics 
concerned artists used to raise consciousness, call for justice 
or provoke action. The exhibition was juried by Jane Carlin, 
MalPina Chan and Laura Russell. A full-colour printed 
catalogue is available for $25. An online catalogue can be 
viewed at: http://23sandy.com/works/product-category/
exhibitions/book-power-redux

Collins Memorial Library, University of Puget Sound, N 
Warner St, Tacoma, WA 98416, USA.
http://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/academic-
resources/collins-memorial-library/

Le Livre de Go - Christophe Lemaitre with Spassky 
Fischer and Florent Dubois
Cneai, Chatou, France
Until 26th October 2014
Le Livre de Go is a project by Christophe Lemaitre,
in two parts, a structure and two artists’ books entitled 
The knowledge of forms and what remains of an object that 
disappears. It follows and becomes an extension of the Jan 
van Eyck go club.

The book of Go is a diptych: two double-sided, large format 
screenprints on paper, captioned The knowledge of forms 
and what it remains of an object that disappears, each 
composed of texts and images (produced in 200 copies, 
in collaboration with Spassky Fischer). Split by a long cut 

Melanie Cory, France, 2014
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line, the two prints can be folded to each become a book-
wallpaper: the knowledge of forms (January 2014) will serve 
as a preface to the second book, what remains of an object 
that disappears (a book of interviews, 2015).

During the first weeks of the exhibition of this technical 
arrangement, will add and position themselves on the panels 
with ceramics by artist Florent Dubois. These ceramics that 
are used specifically to support and containing the inside of 
the device, and will return to their existence as sculptures at 
the end of the disassembly and destruction of the device.

cneai, Île des Impressionnistes, Hameau Fournaise, 2 rue du 
Bac, 78400 Chatou, France. www.cneai.com/evenement

Dorothy Simpson Krause: Book + Art
Fuller Craft Museum, Brockton, USA
Until 2nd November 2014 

This exhibition 
explores the 
craftsmanship 
and meaning of 
handcrafted artists’ 
books, featuring 
the intricate work 

of Dorothy Simpson Krause.  Krause has made many 
journals and art books, collaging digital, found objects and 
mixed media, through many years of world-wide travel 
and observation. Krause is well-represented in museum 
collections across the USA.

Fuller Craft Museum, 455 Oak Street, Brockton, MA 02301, 
USA. http://fullercraft.org/current-exhibitions/
Open: Tues, Weds, Thurs, Fri, Sat & Sun: 10am – 5pm, 
Thursday 10am – 9pm

I am a Sender - Multiples by Joseph Beuys
Pinakothek der Moderne 
Sammlung Moderne Kunst, Munich
Until 11th January 2015
Since January 2013, the Pinakothek der Moderne and 
the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard Art Museums, 
Cambridge, have been engaged in a joint research project 
devoted to the multiples of Joseph Beuys. Both institutions 
possess world-class collections of the multiples and the 
project’s chief aim is to make these important works more 
accessible to a broader public. The fulfilment of this goal is 
in keeping with the artist’s wish that his multiples function 
as ‘transmitters’ of his artistic ideas in the wider world.

Pinakothek der Moderne, Barer Straße 40
80333 München, Germany
http://www.pinakothek.de/en/kalender/2014-06-26/44402/
i-am-sender-multiples-joseph-beuys

Katie Paterson / Future Library 
Oslo, 2014-2114
Scottish artist Katie Paterson has launched a 100-year 
artwork - Future Library - Framtidsbiblioteket - for the city 
of Oslo in Norway.

A thousand trees have been planted in Nordmarka, a forest 
just outside Oslo, which will supply paper for a special 
anthology of books to be printed in one hundred years 
time. Between now and then, one writer every year 
will contribute a text, with the writings held in trust, 
unpublished, until 2114.

The texts will be held in a specially designed room in the 
New Public Deichmanske Library, Oslo. Tending the forest 
and ensuring its preservation for the 100-year duration 
of the artwork finds a conceptual counterpoint in the 
invitation extended to each writer: to conceive and produce 
a work in the hopes of finding a receptive reader in an 
unknown future.

Katie Paterson’s 100-year-long project is one of four 
public artworks produced by Situations for Slow Space, a 
programme of public artworks for Bjørvika Oslo’s former 
container port, and commissioned by Bjørvika Utvikling.
Future Library challenges our preconceptions about 
where and when public art takes place. Just as the new 
development of Bjørvika causes us to reimagine the future 
of this city, so this work compels us to think about what 
we might tell a future reader about our time.
http://slowspace.no/projects/katie-paterson/

Art Language Location 
Cambridge, UK
15th October – 2nd November 2014
Art Language Location was born from the conviction that 
art can flourish in spaces other than a gallery. ALL is an art 
exhibition taking place in Cambridge from 15th October 
– 2nd November in locations across the city featuring 
artists from Cambridge, the UK and beyond who use text 
in their work. Anna Berry and Samantha Huang will be 
showing book sculptures and works range from a message 
on a flagpole to a Blue Plaque trail. The encounters will be 
innovative and unexpected, punctuating Cambridge with 
contemporary art which people can seek out or come across 
by chance.

Waterstones bookstore is hosting the information hub and 
shop on the third floor where you can also see Shelf Life, 
a mini-exhibition of small works by the artists made for 
the shelves and also larger pieces by artists who have 
chosen this as their venue. 

Image - Anna Berry



Saturday 18th October 
Elizabeth Murton will be running an ‘Engine Chat Chat Tea 
Party’ at Waterstones, which will be an artists’ crit group to 
which fellow artists and members of the public are invited.

Tuesday 21st October 6.30pm-8pm
To accompany the Art Language Location exhibition, three 
contemporary artists will present their work followed by a 
discussion of art, text and place with an invited panel led by 
Barry Phipps, curator and Fellow of Churchill College.
Winstanley Lecture Theatre, Trinity College, Trinity Street, 
CB2 1TQ, UK.

Saturday 25th October 
The ALL Day of Performance takes place in conjunction 
with Cambridge University’s Festival of Ideas at the 
Sidgwick site. A highlight of this day will be Elisa Vladilo’s 
fifty-metre tarpaulin inscribed with favourite poems from 
the public.

The ALL Map will be available at Waterstones and multiple 
locations in the city or download from our website. 
The website is constantly updated with news and blogs. 
www.artlanguagelocation.org

AMBruno: Lists etc.
Archive • Order • Sequence • Track • Stack • Map • Index
• Inventory • Litany • Catalogue
An exhibition of artists’ books recently purchased by 
Leeds College of Art Library
Until 19th December 2014
Artists’ group AMBruno explore the theme of lists where 
the many possibilities of form and purpose are shown 
through words, drawings, images, materials and diagrams.
There are narratives of desire, bibliographies, chronologies, 
shipping forecasts, fetishes, diaries, collections, crimes 
and ambiguities.

The collection was selected by Gustavo Grandal-Montero 
and first shown at Pages: International Contemporary 
Artists’ Book Fair at The Tetley, Leeds, 2014.

AMBruno are Marco Cali, Kathryn Faulkner, Judy Goldhill, 
Barbara Greene, Jane Grisewood, Ingrid Jensen, Lydia 
Julien, Sharon Kivland, Philip Lee, Sophie Loss, John 
McDowall, Sumi Perera, Steve Perfect and Anne Rook.

The Library, Leeds College of Art, Vernon Street, Leeds,
LS2 8PH, UK. www.leeds-art.ac.uk
Please call for opening times: 0113 2028000

Art from the Archives 
and The Semantic Archive artist’s book launch
Young Gallery, Salisbury Library, UK
11th October – 1st November 2014
This is an exhibition that has emerged through artists 
engaging with a collection of documents selected by staff 
at the Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre.  From the 8 
miles of shelves the 16 chosen objects showed the diversity 
of the knowledge and contents of the Centre. 

The artists have fully engaged with the object, showing 
real commitment and a highly personal response. Their 
exploration looks at the tension between history and the 
present; between the origin of meaning within the intention 
of the author and the power of the reader to unmake, 
redefine and interpret shapes and scratches of the past into 
something new that speaks to the living world.

The initial parameters for the project were a 2B pencil and 
a piece of paper no bigger than A5; no other material was 
to be used.  The submissions have been brought together as 
‘The Semantic Archive’ artist’s book. This is to be launched 
at the exhibition, and it can also be viewed digitally via 
issuu.com/juliesmithissuu.com/docs/semantic_archive.

The exhibition is an extension of the 2B pencil gatherings 
into pieces of work that reflect the artists’ discoveries via 
material that has been chosen to connect with each person’s 
chosen field.

The exhibition has been selected and curated by Peter 
Riley, Curator, Young Gallery, Peter Tyas, Manager, Arts 
and Archives, Wiltshire and Swindon History Centre and 
Julie Smith, Visual Lead, Artist, Art Lecturer at School of 
Art, Swindon College. This exhibition will enliven interest 
in the task of preserving historical records and their place/
relevance in our world.  Not to be missed…

‘Art from the Archives’, Gallery One, Young Gallery, 
Salisbury Library, Market Place, Salisbury, SP1 1BL, UK.
Private view 2pm, Saturday 11 October.

Julie Smith
JulieSmith@swindon.ac.uk
flowilde@hotmail.com
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Sophie Loss, Do To Do, Edition of 12

Barbara Greene, Gale Warnings: The Shipping Forecast for 
Wednesday 1st January 2014, Edition of 4
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Art & Language Uncompleted: The Philippe Méaille 
Collection 
MACBA, Barcelona, Spain
Until 12th April 2015
The Philippe Méaille Collection stands out as a remarkable 
representation of one the most complex and belligerent 
practices of the second half of the twentieth century. 
Largely associated with Conceptual Art, Art & Language 
challenges the existing vocabulary of art history by refusing 
affiliation to any artistic identity. Since the mid sixties 
Art & Language’s initial development was based on 
assimilating critical and dissenting practices that relied on a 
discursive, conversational and language-based perspective 
that continues through to the present. In that sense, the 
works by Art & Language the Philippe Méaille Collection 
may come across as a contingent history of the collective, 
yet this is the most adequate form of encapsulating what 
is often referred as a ‘radically uncompleted, radically 
inconclusive’ practice.

The exhibition features an extensive selection of works by 
Art & Language from the Philippe Méaille Collection and is 
accompanied by a publication, with essays by Carles Guerra 
and Matthew Jesse Jackson, and an interview with Michael 
Baldwin, Mel Ramsden and Philippe Méaille.

Curator: Carles Guerra. Exhibition organised by the 
Museu d’Art Contemporani de Barcelona and co-produced 
with the Musée d’art moderne de la Ville de Paris. 
Sponsored by Fundación AXA.

MACBA, Plaça dels Àngels 1, 08001 Barcelona, Spain
http://www.macba.cat/en/expo-art-language-incomplet

BookOpolis 2014: Printmade Artists’ Books
Asheville BookWorks, West Asheville, NC, USA
Until 30th November 2014
BookOpolis 2014: Printmade Artist’s Books asked the artist to 
consider questions about the printmade artist’s book: How 
do you create an artist’s book using printmaking techniques? 
What book structures lend themselves to combinations 
with printmaking? How do the book structure and the 
printmaking process interact when making the book art 
object? What constitutes interactivity? What is a book, and 
how far can it go before it is no longer a book? How does the 
user/viewer/reader experience the printmade artist’s book? 
How does the artist experience the printmade artist’s book? 
Why would an artist choose to printmake an artist’s book?

BookOpolis 2014: Printmade Artist’s Books features artists’ 
books made with any one - or more in any combination—

original handprint processes, including relief, intaglio, 
planographic, stencil, and collography printing methods. 
Exciting because of its exploration of the unknown 
structurally, the printmade artist’s book explodes or 
whispers text and image into three-dimensional realms. 
The book may be one of a kind or one of an edition. 
Not a portfolio of prints, the printmade artist’s book moves 
the printed art object off the wall and into the hands of a 
user/viewer/reader, creating a different experience of both 
art object and book object.

Gallery Hours: Tuesday-Friday, 1pm - 5pm
Saturdays, 1pm - 4pm. Closed Sundays & Mondays.
Asheville BookWorks, 428 1/2 Haywood Road, West 
Asheville, NC, USA. http://ashevillebookworks.com 

It Narratives: The Movement of Objects as Information
Franklin Street Works, Stamford, CT, USA
Until 9th November 2014
Franklin Street Works presents It Narratives: The Movement 
of Objects as Information, an exhibition featuring artists’ 
projects that engage the postal system and its intersections 
with digital communications media. The artists in It 
Narratives find forms for everyday experiences of distance 
and time by reflecting on the way objects move through 
information networks. The exhibition is curated by New 
York-based guest curators Brian Droitcour and Zanna 
Gilbert.

With areas of expertise in mail art (Gilbert) and Internet 
art (Droitcour), the curators take into consideration how 
Internet technology and digital forms of commerce have 
changed the way artists use the postal system to make work. 
Mail art emerged in the late 1960s as a collective, networked 
medium. It allowed artists to circulate and exchange works 
and ideas in a sphere uncontrolled by curators, institutions, 
the art market, or state censorship. Today, mail is employed 
less frequently as an artistic medium, in keeping with 
an overall shift in how information is experienced and 
exchanged. News and greetings from friends and family 
have migrated from the postal system to the faster networks 
of email and social media, yet “snail mail” has not become 
obsolete. Sending objects over great distances is part of 
online commerce. Print-on-demand services that allow 
users to design their own T-shirts, books, or mugs with a 
few clicks of a mouse connect Internet browsing and data 
input to receiving objects by mail and handling them in 
everyday life.

It Narratives: The Movement of Objects as Information takes 
its title from a prose genre popular in the late 18th century, 
the “it-narrative.” These were accounts of objects circulating 
in the structures of emergent industrialized capitalist 
markets written in the first-person from the perspective of 
the objects. It Narratives the exhibition updates this concept 
for the 21st century by presenting artists’ projects that track 
the movement of objects online and by mail, taking measure 
of the physical and emotional experiences of time and 
distance inherent to these networks.
Franklin Street Works, 41 Franklin Street, Stamford, 
CT 06901, USA. http://www.franklinstreetworks.org/it-
narratives-the-movement-of-objects-as-information/
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ABCEUM - Five Contemporary Photography Collectives 
Circus Street Market, Brighton, UK
4th October - 2nd November 2014 
New works by Mishka Henner feature in the latest project 
from the ABC Artists’ Books Cooperative. ABCEUM 
re-imagines the museum as a book installation. Each 
room in the museum is an artist’s book of a different size 
and material. Assembled, the books constitute a floor-
plan which visitors can wander through. ABCEUM is an 
evolving project that can be added to and expanded, with its 
own changing programme of exhibitions – much like any 
museum. In ABCEUM, however, the idea of a museum itself 
can become its own subject. 

ABC is an international group of artists seeking to create, 
engage and communicate on issues concerning self-
publishing. This exhibition forms part of Brighton Photo 
Biennial. Circus Street Market, Brighton, UK.
http://bpb.org.uk/2014/event/five-contemporary-
photography-collectives/

Exhibitions at the Center for Book Arts, New York:

Behind the Personal Art Library: 
Collectors Creating the Canon 
11th October – 20th December 2014
Organised by Alexander Campos, with Johanna Drucker 
(UCLA), Jae Jennifer Rossman (Yale), and Tony White 
(MICA). Behind the Personal Art Library: Collectors Creating 
the Canon considers the influence of private collectors on 
the critical dialogue in the field of book arts. 

Rather than curating the works around a central theme, 
the goal of this exhibition is to examine works in these 
collections that have become seminal artworks in the field 
at large, thus becoming influential to establishing a canon. 
The exhibition also analyses the collectors themselves: how 
they came to collect books, what drove them to continue 
collecting, whether they consciously built and curated their 
collections, and how these factors influenced and informed 
artist bookmaking practices. On top of continuing the 
conversation of the book arts canon, Behind the Personal 
Art Library is a walk down memory lane with the Center for 
Book Arts. Many of the works and artists in this show are 
coming full circle, having exhibited at the Center previously.

Collections featured include: Philip E. Aarons & Shelley Fox 
Aarons (NY), Mary Austin (CA), Duke Collier (MA), Jack 
Ginsberg (South Africa), Arthur Jaffe (FL), Monica Oppen 
(Australia), Barbara Pascal (CA), Marvin & Ruth Sackner 
(FL), Julia Vermes (Switzerland), Frank Williams (MA/NY), 
Martha Wilson (NY), and Tony Zwicker (CT).

Featured Artist Project
Master Faculty Fellow: Richard Minsky
Material Meets Metaphor
11th October – 20th December 2014
Organised by Jae Jennifer Rossman, Assistant Director for 
Special Collections, Yale University Arts Library.
Our Master Faculty Fellowship provides for a luminary 
in the field to come to the Center to teach a Master Class 
in conjunction with an exhibition - a small retrospective - 
showcasing their work. Past Faculty Fellows have included 
such noted artists as Barbara Tetenbaum, Julie Chen, 
Johanna Drucker, Susan Joy Share, and Robert Bringhurst. 

In 1974, Richard Minsky founded the Center for Book Arts, 
the first not-for-profit organisation in the nation dedicated 
to promoting the art of the contemporary book. Minsky’s 
work has not been shown at the Center in over 10 years, 
thus the presentation of this major body of work is timed to 
coincide with the Center’s 40th anniversary. The installation 
will feature several key works with unique bindings by 
Minsky that will serve as a foundation for his Master Class, 
including the Bill of Rights series, Minsky in Bed, History of 
Egyptian Mummies, among others.

Featured Artist Project: Richard Minsky - Notes 
11th October – 20th December 2014
Organised by Jae Jennifer Rossman, Assistant Director for 
Special Collections, Yale University Arts Library.
Music and visual art have been intertwined for centuries. 
Minsky here explores the relationship between music 
and contemporary visual art in Notes. This latest creation 
engages not only the eye and the ear, but, in fact, the entire 
body. Notes is based on Musical Theory, a uniquely-bound, 
small blank book in which Minsky kept notes about 
potential musical compositions, riffs, and lyrics during the 
1970s and 1980s. Notes includes reproductions from Musical 
Theory, original ephemera from that time period, and a CD 
of his 1972 recording of Adventures in Ku-ta-ba Wa-do. The 
edition contains 75 limited edition copies, ten deluxe copies, 
and one unique binding, the musical chair on display. 
The musical chair is an instrument made of repurposed 
organ pipes that gives sound to the ideas in Notes or a 
melody of one’s own. Minsky’s sculptural rendition of his 
material meets metaphor methodology is part of another 
longstanding tradition: the link between music and the built 
environment (sculpture and architecture). Minsky’s unique 
binding is a new addition to an exemplary lineage of works 
that combine music and visual art to create a multi-sensory 
experience. 

Featured Artist Project: 
Scholarship for Advanced Studies in Book Arts 
11th October – 20th December 2014
Organised by Sarah Nicholls, Programs Manager.
The Center for Book Arts is pleased to present the work 
of the 2014 Scholars for Advanced Studies in Book Arts. 
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Donald Daedalus, Prudence Dudan, and Lee Marchalonis 
each received a year-long scholarship to work in here at the 
Center for their commitment to the artistic endeavours in 
the book arts. The purpose of this program is to provide 
opportunities to emerging artists committed to developing 
careers in the book arts field, and to further the growth of 
this artistic profession. On view are their completed projects 
produced while here at the Center. 

28 West 27th St, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10001, USA. 
Gallery Hours: Mon-Fri 11am-6pm, Sat 10am-5pm 
www.centerforbookarts.org

Eighth Annual Artist’s Book Exhibition: Beyond the Book
Brighton and Faneuil Branches, Boston Public Library, 
USA. Opening Saturday 18th October 2014
Reception from 11am - 1pm at the Faneuil Branch, Boston 
Public Library, Oak Square, Brighton, USA. www.bpl.org

Buzz Spector: New Work
Bruno David Gallery, Saint Louis, Missouri, USA
Until 11th October 2014
Bruno David is delighted to present a special exhibition 
New Work by Buzz Spector. Buzz Spector’s excavations of 
books and reconstructions of libraries are well-known, but 
his work with found and altered volumes has always been 
accompanied by works on paper made out of elements from 
their dust jackets. As Spector has written, “books are formal 
presentations of text. They have titles, after all, and come 
jacketed, with paragraphs of introduction slipped between 
their covers and their pages.” 

This new work features collages made from dust jacket 
elements in the front gallery, while in the main gallery 
are larger collages and drawings, a series of wall-mounted 
sculptures incorporating details of photographs of authors, 
plus a reinstallation of Frieze, the 60’ long arrangement 
of photos of authors Spector showed at the Huntington 
Museum of Art last fall. Spector’s ongoing meditation 
on reading and the culture of the book extends here to 
reflections on how - and when - writers become authors, 
how work of the imagination is performed via posing, and 
how the specialized, but also highly conventional, language 
of dust jacket blurbs can itself be excavated in search of 
new narrative meanings.

In the New Media Room, the gallery presents a new video 
work by Buzz Spector, “Selected Poems.”

Buzz Spector is an artist, critic, and professor of art in the 
Sam Fox School of Design and Visual Arts at Washington 
University in St. Louis. Spector is the author of numerous 
essays on art and artists. Buzzwords, a book of interviews 
with Spector, plus page art, was published in 2012 by Sara 
Ranchouse Publishing, Chicago. Spector received his 
M.F.A. from the University of Chicago in 1978, combining 
studies in art and philosophy, and studied design and art 
at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, where he 
received his B.A. in 1972. Spector has exhibited his art in 
such museums as the Art Institute of Chicago, Huntington 
Museum of Art, Huntington, WV, Mattress Factory Art 
Museum, Pittsburgh, PA, Museum of Contemporary Art 
Chicago, and the Luigi Pecci Centre, Prato, Italy.

Bruno David Gallery, 3721 Washington Boulevard (in 
Grand Center), Saint Louis, Missouri 63108-3611, USA.
The gallery is open free to the public Wednesdays and 
Saturdays from 10am to 5pm and by appointment.
http://brunodavidgallery.com

An Encyclopaedia of Everything and Other Matters
The KZNSA Gallery, Kwazulu Natal, South Africa
7th – 26th October 2014

An installation of artists’ books by Cheryl Penn and book 
artists around the world Opening Tuesday 7th October 
2014 at 6pm.

The KZNSA Gallery, 166 Bulwer Road, Glenwood, Durban, 
Kwazulu Natal, South Africa. www.kznsagallery.co.za

Jill Carter Curious Narratives
Exhibition at Coleshill Shop & Café, UK 
Until 31st October 2014
A journey to Italy, in search of the Self, icons and The Sibyls, 
mythological women storytellers inspired a body of new 
work for sale, photographs, drawings, prints, artist’s journal, 
story dolls & archives of curios.

Jill Carter Curious Narratives 
Exhibition, Residency, Workshops 
Richard Jefferies Museum, Swindon, UK 
2nd - 30th October 2014 
Find the hidden room, unearth, imagine and create; stories 
inspired by curious journeys and characters, story dolls, ink 
drawings & writing scrolls, artist’s book/bag/bundles.
www.jillcarterart.com
http://jilliscurious.blogspot.co.uk

Buzz Spector, Efface Nabokov, altered book (Edition of 5)
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Phil Cleaver: book-object-art 
Art@Ketchum Pleon, London, UK
Until 14 November 2014
Art@ketchum proudly presents book-object-art – 
a series of book-sculptures created by Phil Cleaver.

“It is impossible to juxtapose simple words, images and 
objects and not create a wealth of intended and unintended 
meanings – even if the books are rendered partially or 
wholly unreadable. These works are created by folding the 
pages of the book, following the slight misalignment of 
each page’s printed grid, lending a human element to the 
final sculpture. Each piece has a scrapbook-like aesthetic; a 
feeling of nostalgia. Read from them as you will…”

Phil Cleaver is an established and multi award-winning 
heavyweight in the graphic design world. Protégé of 
Anthony Froshaug, Phil honed his design and typographic 
skills under Alan Fletcher at Pentagram, Wim Crouwel at 
TD in Holland, and Michael Wolff at Wolff Olins. In 1984 
Allied International designers recruited Phil as creative 
director of branding. In 1987 he established CleaverLandor, 
a specialist design consultancy, whose success led to such 
rapid growth that Phil found himself increasingly paper-
pushing and decreasingly pencil-pushing, so he set up 
design consultancy et al, in 1992; a tight-knit consortium 
of like-minded design professionals. 

Phil is a fellow of the Chartered Society of Designers, a 
founding trustee of The Monotype Museum, a Fellow of 
the Royal Society of Arts, and Professor in the Creative 
industries in the School of Art and Design at Middlesex 
University. He lectures worldwide on design, and his early 
typographical work is archived in St Bride’s Printing Library. 
His book design is in the permanent collection of the V&A 
Museum’s National Art Library. 

In 2012, Phil was invited by renowned creative director 
David Holmes to collaborate as typographer and book 
designer alongside Sir Peter Blake, godfather of british 
Pop Art, and four other master artists, to create a box of 
treasures celebrating eight decades in the life of Sir Peter 
Blake and The Macallan. www.philcleaver.com

Ketchum Pleon London
35-41 Folgate Street, London, E1 6BX, UK

On the Move 
Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam
Until 18th January 2015
Elisabeth Tonnard’s work One Swimming Pool is on view 
at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. On the Move 
is the latest edition of the Proposals for Municipal Art 
Acquisitions that the museum organises every two years.  

Elisabeth Tonnard will also install the work on the floor a 
few times. You’re invited to come and see this temporary 
performance at the auditorium of the Stedelijk Museum, 
on the following dates: 11th October, 29th November 
and 27th & 28th December. Elisabeth will also be teaching 
some workshops for children in the museum.

On the Move focuses on recent developments in 
photography and reveals the myriad ways in which artists 

Phil Cleaver, Exhibition of Italian Art

Phil Cleaver, Catriona
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and photographers build their narratives in dialogue with 
graphic designers. The title On the Move refers to the 
journeys taken by many of the photographers in creating 
their projects, as well as the new directions in photography. 

Last autumn, the Stedelijk invited artists living and/or 
working in the Netherlands to submit work in which they 
explore new, playful, critical, and challenging forms of 
narrativity. The museum received 471 submissions.
A jury consisting of Carolien Glazenburg (curator of 
graphic design, Stedelijk Museum), Anne Ruygt (junior 
curator of photography, Stedelijk Museum), Ad van 
Denderen (photographer), Karin Krijgsman (course leader 
of the photography department at the AKV St. Joost), and 
Dimitri Nieuwenhuizen (co-founder of design studio LUST) 
selected 28 submissions from young and emerging artists. 
The selected works include both existing projects and 
works never previously exhibited, which are currently 
being developed especially for the exhibition.

The selection: Samira Ben Laloua, Ernst van der Hoeven, 
and Frank Bruggeman | Marc Roig Blesa and Rogier 
Delfos | Verena Blok | Sara Blokland | Olivier van Breugel 
and Simone Mudde | Persijn Broersen and Margit Lukács 
| Sarah Carlier | Elspeth Diederix | Meike Eggers and 
Michael Anhalt | Ringel Goslinga | Rob Hornstra and 
Arnold van Bruggen | Robert Knoth and Antoinette de 
Jong | Thomas Kuijpers | Kadir van Lohuizen | Anaïs Lopez, 
Eva Smallegange en Linda Braber | Hans van der Meer | 
Theo Niekus | Gábor Õsz  | Rune Peitersen | Ahmet Polat | 
Johannes Schwartz | Petra Stavast | Anoek Steketee and Eefje 
Blankevoort | Martine Stig | Nadine Stijns | Andrea Stultiens 
| Elisabeth Tonnard | Witho Worms and Hans Gremmen

Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam
Museumplein 10, 1071 DJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
http://www.stedelijk.nl/en/exhibitions/on-the-move
http://elisabethtonnard.com/works/one-swimming-pool/

Erin K. Schmidt – Now Then
Bank Street Arts, Sheffield, UK 
Until 18th October 2014

An exhibition awarded from Bank Street Arts for her artist’s 
book entry in the Sheffield International Artist’s Book Prize. 
The work of Erin K. Schmidt is influenced by notions 
of identity created by personal histories, memories and 
perception. Much of her work dwells on singular moments, 
suggestive of deeply personal events shared with an 
unknown second character, a role which is left open leaving 
unanswered questions for the viewer.  

She also explores identity through notions of home and 
some of the misconceptions surrounding the outsider view 
of the city of Detroit where she lives.

Erin K. Schmidt has a BFA from Michigan State University 
and MA in Book Arts from University of the Arts London.  
Her work has been exhibited internationally and can be 
found in private and public collections including Tate 
Britain, UWE Bristol, Camberwell College of the Arts, 
and Saison Poetry Library, London and the University of 
California San Diego, USA. She currently lives in Detroit, 
Michigan, USA. http://erinkschmidt.tumblr.com

Bank Street Arts, 32-40 Bank Street, Sheffield, S1 2DS, UK
Weds - Sat: 11am - 4pm. http://bankstreetarts.com

Exhibitions and events at the Minnesota Center for Book 
Arts, Minneapolis, USA:

MCBA / Jerome Foundation Book Arts Fellowships 
Series XII 
Until 30th November 2014
Since 1985 the Jerome Foundation has helped artists push 
the boundaries of contemporary book arts by supporting 
the creation of new book works. Celebrate the most recent 
recipients of the MCBA/Jerome Book Arts Fellowships: 

Georgia A. Greeley (two images above), Amara Hark-
Weber, Lisa Loudon, Alonso Sierralta, and Amoreena “Amo” 
Tarvas. This exhibition, marking the culmination of the 
artists’ Fellowship year, is on display until 30th November. 
For artist bios, project descriptions and more information, 
visit our exhibition webpage: http://www.mnbookarts.org/
fellowships-xii/

An Evening of Fine Wine and Fine Books
Tuesday 14th October, 6-9pm
The Shop at MCBA presents our annual collector’s event, 
featuring new artists’ books, prints, chapbooks and more. 
Sample a delectable variety of wines and cheeses, and view 
the latest offerings from outstanding local and international 
book artists. Learn more at: http://www.mnbookarts.org/
finewinefinebooks/

The View from Here, an exhibition of work by the MCBA 
Artist Co-op, is on view until 26th October at the Phipps 
Center for the Arts in Hudson, Wisconsin. 
For directions and more information, visit The Phipps’ 
website: www.thephipps.org

Minnesota Center for Book Arts is located on the 1st floor 
of the Open Book building, 1011 Washington Avenue S., 
Suite 100, Minneapolis MN 55415, USA. 
www.mnbookarts.org/visit/

Erin K. Schmidt, Winter Stayed Late
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Africa Boards  
In Collaboration with Designer Bookbinders and the 
Ethiopian Heritage Fund
St Bride Foundation, London, UK
Until 10th October 2014 

St. Bride Foundation is exhibiting a 
unique project, created to raise funds 
for the conservation of works of art 
in Ethiopia. Thirty-five Fellows and 
Licentiates of Designer Bookbinders have 
each designed and made a 255 x 180 mm 
board, based on the theme of Africa. 
A bespoke tulip and oak wood 

presentation box was made to house the collection.

These boards form a wonderful ‘exhibition in a box’– 
a snapshot of the richly varied type of work being produced 
in the early 21st century by contemporary bookbinders. 
This is a way of using our skills to help those less fortunate, 
and also contribute to the preservation of some of the 
most wonderful historical objects that are in danger 
of deterioration.

Traditional techniques such as gold tooling, leather inlays 
and onlays are represented and many different materials 
have been utilised including vellum, leather, Perspex, 
acrylic and wood. Also on display will be a selection of 
early Ethiopian manuscripts and artefacts.

St Bride Foundation
Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London EC4Y 8EQ, UK. sbf.org.uk  
ethiopianheritagefund.org    designerbookbinders.org.uk

Dr Sinclair’s Drawer
Flat Time House, London, UK 
8th October - 22nd November 2014

‘ 
… It was a stationery drawer, but his guesswork had been 
almost entirely wrong. The imagined list of objects, a 
moment ago an array of potent presences in the room, 
instantaneously dematerialised as mere conjecture. 
Dr Sinclair silently replaced the items, slid the drawer 
back in, then moved the desk against the wall. He 
surmised that the drawer had a peculiarly clandestine 
way of being; suspended within a meta-structure, like a 
deeply nested fiction, it was inclined to partially conceal 

itself within another object. He concluded that his initial 
assessment of the drawer’s suspicious character had been 
entirely correct.’ From The Fabricator’s Tale by Katrina 
Palmer, Book Works, London 2014

 
Dr. Sinclair’s Drawer is an exhibition produced by Book 
Works and Flat Time House with artist Katrina Palmer, 
following her residency at Flat Time House in Summer 
2013. Featuring work by Katrina Palmer, Francesco 
Pedraglio, Samuel Hasler and Sarah Tripp, the exhibition 
comprises writing, sound recordings, video, sculpture and 
printed matter, presented in conversation with the physical 
and symbolic environment of John Latham’s former home 
and studio. Opening Weds 7th October 6–9pm 

The Fabricator’s Tale, Katrina Palmer’s second book to be 
published with Book Works and partly written at Flat Time 
House, will be launched at the opening of Dr. Sinclair’s 
Drawer on Wednesday 8th October.
 
Saturday 15th November at 5pm at the Hayward 
Gallery Project Space, Southbank Centre: In addition 
to the exhibition, Book Works and Flat Time House in 
collaboration with the Hayward Gallery present an evening 
of readings and performance by Katrina Palmer, Samuel 
Hasler, Francesco Pedraglio and Sarah Tripp. Further details 
to be announced.

Flat Time House is the home and studio of the late British 
artist John Latham. Flat Time House is a few minutes walk 
from Peckham Rye and East Dulwich Rail stations. There 
are regular trains from London Bridge & Victoria. Buses to 
Peckham Library or Rye Lane. Thurs–Sun 12–6pm.
210 Bellenden Road, London SE15 4BW, UK
www.flattimeho.org.uk 

From The Author at Good Press, Glasgow, UK
Until 7th October 2014
From The Author is a presentation of recent/current/to 
the minute publishing activity. It has been running since 
September and is on until Tuesday 7th October 2014 
at Good Press in Glasgow if you want to catch the last 
instalment: Verdrusz.

To conclude affairs, Glasgow publisher Verdrusz Books will 
inhabit the tabletops to present another publishing direction 
in its infancy. No stranger to DIY publications, zines, comics 
and anything else printed on paper, David Roeder founded 
Verdrusz sharply following his return to Glasgow from 
Leipzig, Germany. The only book currently available on 
the roster is ‘What R U Like?’ by David himself. 100 floppy 
pages of reworked drawings, ‘What R U Like?’ was as much 
a testing ground as a polished body of work. Extensive 
labour and repetition finds ‘What R U Like?’ representative, 
contrary to the previous statement, of a picture of practise. 
Again, it is the care and attention to detail (see, grain of 
paper) of Verdrusz that makes it a worthy candidate for the 
inclusion to From The Author. This final chapter for From 
The Author will finish at 7pm on the 7th October.

Good Press is based in Mono, 12 Kings Court, Glasgow 
G1 5RB, UK. www.goodpressgallery.co.uk

Katrina Palmer 2013
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The Museum is located at 6 Normandy Heights Road (at the 
corner of Columbia Turnpike) in Morristown, NJ, USA.
Tuesday-Saturday, 11am to 5pm, Sunday, 12pm to 5pm.
The Museum is Pay as You Wish on the second and third 
Thursday of each month from 4pm to 8pm.
www.morrismuseum.org

CHRIS KENNY: FIFTY BOOKS   
bookartbookshop, London
Until 4th October 2014
A series of handmade books with found titles.
In conjunction with England & Co Gallery.
www.englandgallery.com

bookartbookshop, 17 Pitfield Street, London N1 6HB, UK.
www.bookartbookshop.com

Il Viaggio come metafora di Vita 
Museo Delle Ceramiche, Nove, Italy
4th October – 12th October 2014

Artists’ Books: The Journey - 
Metaphor of Life. Curated by 
Virginia Milici of Association 
Cultural Art Gallery Museum 
NabilaFLuxus, Paese, Italy, 
from an open call to artists. 
An exhibition of artists’ books 
from Argentina, Brazil, Canada, 
Europe, South Korea, and the 
USA.

Museo Delle Ceramiche
Nove, Italy

http://www.ceramics.it/museo.nove/index_en.html
http://www.nabilafluxus.com/ongoing/eventi--mostre/

Fernanda Fedi & Gino Gini: Un cammino tra sacralità e 
Scritture - Opere e Libri d’artista
Piccolo Museo della Poesia, Piacenza, Italy
Until 25th October 2014

On 18th October, a presentation of six artists’ books edited 
by the Artists’ Books Archive Milan, collana Le Hasard. 
Exhibition curated by Amedeo Anelli. Via Pace 5, 29121 
Piacenza, Italy.

 
Gino Gini: Poesie 
Galerie Quadrige, Nice, France
Until 11th October 2014

Poesie presentation portfolio with 5 original works by Gino 
Gini, Text Alain Freixe. 33 x 36 cm, 50 copies, edition La 
Diane Française, Nice. 14 Avenue Pauliani, 06300 Nice, 
France. www.galerie-quadrige.com

Pulp Culture - Paper is the Medium
Morris Museum, Morristown, NJ, USA
Until 7th December 2014   
This thought provoking exhibition features compelling 
works of art by contemporary artists (including Irmari 
Nacht, Red Grooms, Doug Beube, Li Hongbo, Pam Cooper, 
Béatrice Coron, Wendy Wahl, Massimo Vignelli, Richard 
Meier) who have stretched the boundaries of paper as a 
creative medium and source of inspiration. Capturing a 
wide range of artistic expression, the more than 80 works 
in the exhibit include some surprising objects made from 
paper ranging from life-size sculptures of human figures and 
whimsical figures to geometrically complex folded objects to 
jewelry and paper dresses. The exhibition features the work 
of papermakers, sculptors and engineers, whose methods 
and materials include handmade paper pulp, folded paper, 
molded paper, recycled paper, and cut paper.

Irmari Nacht book52Tara



Personal Histories 
International Artist Book Exhibition
Redland Museum, Cleveland, Queensland, Australia
12th October  - 30th November 2014
Bringing together artists from around the globe to share 
their own stories in artist’s book form. Sharing similarities, 
diversities and individual perspectives. Highlighting the 
dynamic world of artists’ books.We all have tales to tell.  
Interesting snippets about ourselves, those around us, our 
forebears, our culture, the times we have experienced and 
the world we live in. Our tales can be fascinating not only to 
ourselves but to others as well.

Redland Museum, 60 Smith St, Cleveland, Queensland 
4163, Australia. www.redlandmuseum.org.au

Exhibition website and blog:
http://personalhistoriesartistbooks.weebly.com
personalhistoriesartistbookexhibition.blogspot.com.au
 

Currency
Proteus Gowanus, Brooklyn, NY
Until 30th November 2014

This year, until 
July 2015, Proteus 
Gowanus will host a 
series of exhibitions, 
workshops and 
events organised 
around the theme 
of COMMERCE. 
Generally confined 
to the universe of 
buying and selling, 
the word may also 
refer more generally 

to communication and interaction among people. In reality, 
the system of value and demand, measured in various 
currencies, labour and in the exchange of goods and services 
is very much about social relations, desire, expectation and 
community. Throughout this year at Proteus Gowanus, 
we will consider these various meanings while specifically 
focusing, in four consecutive exhibitions of art, artefacts 
and books on: Currency, Labour, Trade Routes and 
Commerce on Gowanus.

The first exhibition of the COMMERCE year, Currency, 
examines money as a representation of value and a socially 
accepted medium of exchange. Along with displays of 
alternative currencies, artist-made currencies and art 
objects made with currency as medium, there will also 
be workshops and activities designed to make money, to 
play with notions of value and worth, and to consider the 
looking-glass world of artistic value.

The exhibition includes an interactive installation exploring 
the mental and psychological processes by which we ascribe 
value to things. Developed by artist and statistician Tatiana 
Istomina in conjunction with Proteus Gowanus, this flexible 
evaluation system takes into account not only the potential 
market values of objects, but the judgements of taste and the 
ethical standards of its users.

The exhibition also includes works by Dadara, Makale 
Faber-Cullen, Magdalena Firlag, Rob Johnson, Poneros, Sal 
Randolph, Duke Riley, Jason Sinopoli, Swoon, Dan Tague, 
Mark Wagner and Caroline Woolard.

Proteus Gowanus interdisciplinary gallery and reading 
room, 543 Union Street (at Nevins), Brooklyn, NY 11215, 
USA. http://proteusgowanus.org/visit/

Richard Prince: Bibliothèque d’un amateur 
Yoko-Uhoda Gallery, Liège, Belgium
Until 31st October 2014
Christophe Daviet-Thery would be delighted to welcome 
you to the next exhibition Bibliothèque d’un amateur. 
Richard Prince’s Publications 1981-2012 at the Yoko Uhoda 
gallery until 31st October 2014.

Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Éditions d’Artistes
daviet-thery@wanadoo.fr

Yoko-Uhoda Gallery
Rue Forgeur 25 - B 4000 Liège, Belgium
yoko-uhoda-Gallery.com

SketchLook visits UWE, Bristol, UK
SketchLook is a 
collaborative, wide-
ranging project between 
artists at Stephen F. 
Austin State University 
(SFA) and beyond. 
Artists create some of 
their best work in their 
sketchbooks, but few 
ever see them. This is an 
exhibition exclusively 
of sketchbooks to give 
people a chance to see 
into these private pages. 

SFA students have created unusual sketchbook forms (not 
traditional codices!) that open in unique ways, but the 
books are still entirely blank and ready for another artist to 
use. Participating artists will fill out the sketchbooks and 
add them to the growing collection.  
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Open House: No.18 Angie Butler and No.42 Philippa Wood, 2012, 
letterpress, typewriter, watercolour, screenprint, digital print. 

Dan Tague, Trust No One



This autumn, Sketchlook is visiting the Centre for Fine 
Print Research in Bristol, UK (October - November). 
Students will be invited to contribute to Sketchlook by 
completing one of the blank books provided by SFA 
students or creating their own design. Future stops for 
Sketchlook include Midwestern State University, Wichita 
Falls, Texas and Booklyn Gallery, Brooklyn, New York.

We provide the books; you provide the looks! 
You can view images and find out more about the project at: 
http://www.sketchlook.org

The Library Vaccine 
Artists Space, New York, USA
Until 9th November 2014
The Library Vaccine presents a number of discrete 
collections of books in order to sample art’s distinctive 
relationship to the book form in its singularity, and in its 
states of reproduction, distribution and accumulation. 
The exhibition addresses the book as a particular 
technology, and in its collective state of the private 
collection, reading room or library, as a social machine – 
registering social and personal histories, and articulating 
structures of knowledge and value through the relations 
between its parts.

The exhibition title is taken from a text by the curator and 
writer Edit deAk that introduced the 1981 Printed Matter 
catalogue. In this short piece she referred to artists’ books as 
“the library vaccine, a healing agent formed from the very 
disease they cure.” Each section of the exhibition presents a 
collection that loosely corresponds to a decade between the 

1960s and the present day, yet The Library Vaccine doesn’t 
seek to survey a recent history of books in or as art; rather 
it takes the tension between book-as-text and book-as-
object as a starting point. The exhibition marks a movement 
from the egalitarian, curative aspirations of the book as 
distributed artwork, to these aspirations’ subsumption 
within broader tendencies towards collecting, archiving and 
the re-circulation of knowledge.

Some sections of the exhibition revolve around curatorial 
or editorial frameworks that highlight artists’ use of the 
book form, while others focus on the collection or library 
as a holistic entity. In these contexts the act of collation 
emphasises shifts between the private and the common, the 
artwork and the artefact. The roles of artist, publisher and 
collector are seen to overlap, and the sequenced content of 
both the individual book and the massed collection provides 
sites for the production and articulation of meaning.

The Library Vaccine is presented across Artists Space 
Exhibitions and Artists Space Books & Talks, and features 
a number of talks and programmes that both reflect on and 
activate the books and collections exhibited. 
Artists Space Exhibitions - 38 Greene Street, 3rd Floor
Artists Space Books & Talks - 55 Walker Street
http://artistsspace.org/exhibitions/the-library-vaccine

State Of The Art - Artist’s Book Vol.II
3rd International Juried Art Exhibition 
Galeria da Freguesia de Cascais e Estoril, Portugal
28th October – 12th November 2014
The 3rd International Juried Art Exhibition showcases 
selected works by contemporary artists expressed in a 
variety of media. Curated by T. Dul, Marian Simpson and 
A. Vaz this public display is open from 28th October until 
12th November 2014, Tuesdays to Saturdays between 10.00 - 
18.00. State of the Art Vol.II Book Launch on 25th October 
2014 at 6pm. 

Galeria da Freguesia de Cascais e Estoril, R. de Santa Rita, 
n. 45 Estoril, Portugal.
www.galeriaaberta.org            
www.artvipgallery.com
www.cm-cascais.pt/en/agenda
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Everything is About to Happen - An ongoing archive of artists’ 
books selected by Gregorio Magnani, featuring most of the 
publications from the Preston is my Paris archive (above) is part 
of The Library Vaccine exhibition.
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The Art Workers’ Guild is proud to present the first 
exhibition of its kind: The Table Top Museum Show
Sunday 12th October 2014
The Art Worker’s Guild, London, UK
Bro. Stephen Fowler and his panel of expert Guild Curators 
including Prue Cooper, George Hardy, Rachael Matthews 
and Graham Rawle have selected an exciting array of Table 
Top Museums. Here they are . . . 

James Birch ‘The Museum of Human Hairnets’ 
Graham Rawle ‘52 Pick-Up’ 
Rebecca Jewell ‘A Cabinet of Feathers’ 
Jo Volley ‘Pigments & Stains’ 
Nicholas Cooper ‘British Bricks’
Nigel Grimmer ‘The Gay Doll Museum’ 
Peter Quinnell ‘Plastic Thimble Roundup’
Tif Hunter - ‘Beards, Bonnets, Bicycle and Bad Boys’ 
Simon Seddon ‘The Pear-Ovum’
Harriet Cory- Wright ‘Casting Modernity’
Sallyanne Wood ‘Leg Dressings’ 
Stephen Braque ‘Art from Fire’
Alastair Brotchie ‘Anecdoted Togographies of Chance’
Peyton Skipwith ‘The New Forest Toy Collection’ 
Mark Pawson ‘Viking Army Noggins’ 
Theo Wood ‘The Museum of Space Exploration’
George Hardie ‘The Concatenateum’
Antranig Basman ‘Sinclair Treasures of the Eighties’
Caroline Bullock ‘Cottages and Castles’
Tony McSweeney ‘Family Butchers’ Bags’
Michael Marriot ‘Museum of Intelligent Devices’ 
Richard Wentworth ‘The Sykes-Picot Memoir’

The one-day exhibition of chosen collections will take 
place on Sunday 12th October, 2pm – 7.30pm. Entrance 
will be free, all are welcome and there will be a Pay Bar 
and a free Tea Party.

The Art Worker’s Guild, 6 Queen Square, London 
WC1N 3AT, UK. Nearest Tube - Russell Square or Holborn. 

Tomasz Wilmanski: Ordnung
Stallmuseum, Groß Fredenwalde, Germany
Until 26th October 2014
The main idea of the exhibition “Ordnung” refers to time, 
history and memory, as well as our broader existence. 
The German word “ordnung”, used as the title of the 
presentation, refers, in general, to the precision of thinking, 
the ordering of the world, of harmony with Nature. 

Having positive connotations, or conversely obsessiveness, 
pedantry, rigor or blind obedience etc. Tomasz refers here 
also, in a sense, to the operative part of the “Ordnung muss 
sein”, which is known in Poland as an idiom and has many 
different interpretations.

Stallmuseum, Groß Fredenwalde 14a, 17268 Gerswalde OT 
Groß Fredenwalde, Germany. 
www.tomaszwilmanski.siteor.pl

Books of the Unexpected
Craft in the Bay, Cardiff, UK
Until 2nd November 2014
Curated by artist Becky Adams, this exhibition looks at the 
incredible sculptural works by artists inspired by the form, 
structure and content of books. Exhibiting artists: Karen 
Apps, Susie Bright, Jessie Chorley, Yvette Hawkins, Alison 
Moger, Betty Pepper, Phiona Richards, Donna Rumble-
Smith, Viv Sliwka and Becky Adams.

Visitors to Craft in the Bay will discover an intriguing array 
of artistic creations by ten artists inspired by the physical 
structure and imaginative content of books. The artists 
have transformed the original books by cutting, folding, 
stitching and adding reclaimed objects until they reached 
their desired outcomes. Curated by one of the exhibiting 
artists, Becky Adams invited artists who share her passion 
for giving a new lease of life to vintage fabrics and objects. 
Her own centrepiece for the show is a towering bed inspired 
by the fairy tale ‘The Princess and the Pea’, with each 
mattress individually stitched from paper and fabrics. 

Betty Pepper similarly finds inspiration from stories, poems, 
memories and things over-heard. For this exhibition she 

Becky Adams, Pocketwatch Book
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has created an incredible book sculpture ‘Ode to Roald’ 
that fits very appropriately with the gallery’s location near 
Roald Dahl Plass. Delicate paper gulls attempt to lift the 
spherical ‘peach’ up into the sky away from the miniature 
paper houses that sit on the ‘cliff-edge’ of what remains of 
the original book.  

Each of the ten artists created works that are unique and 
display their own artistic styles. The exhibition will no 
doubt change the way visitors look at books and perhaps 
be inspired to transform the printed page into something 
spectacular.

Craft in the Bay, The Flourish, Lloyd George Avenue, Cardiff 
CF10 4QH, UK. Catalogue available, for more information 
visit: http://www.makersguildinwales.org.uk/whats-on/
exhibitions/details/325-artists-books

Veronica Laurel - Beautifully Damned
Artinformal gallery, Mandaluyong City, Philippines
Until 13th October 2014
Veronica Laurel presents book arts as a new genre in the 
Philippine Contemporary Art with her debut solo show. 
Her first exhibition is a brave introduction and promising 
beginning for book arts in the Philippine arts scene. 

Laurel’s work delves into the complicated state of the 
human condition in its chaotic frustrations and fragile 
undertakings. Under the discipline of book arts, it opens up 
new possibilities in the local contemporary art scene as it 
is a new and an exciting genre that has flourished in North 
America and Europe.

Beautifully Damned as a solo show is 
a portraiture of human emotions and 
conditions through sculptural book 
art forms, the raw and genuine spirit 
covered up by society’s demanded 
pretensions.   

In her artworks are three main elements 
that play a huge role in its construction 
such as paper, wood, and glass. 
She uses bookarts to carry out the 
essence of the artwork then wood and 
glass as the vessel, similar to having 
a body and soul. The Philippine art 
industry has many talented artists often 

falling under traditional disciplines. 

Veronica Laurel as an artist dares to add a new genre in 
Philippine contemporary art that can compete globally. 
Book arts has been a growing movement globally with more 
and more practitioners each year and a wide audience but 
has yet to grasp in South East Asia.

Veronica Laurel is a book artist based in Sta Rosa City who 
studied woodcarving in Paete, Laguna. She has exhibited 
across manila in group exhibitions at venues such as the 
Ayala Museum, White Space Makati, and The Tower Club 
among others. Instagram: @veronica_laurel 
www.veronicalaurel.com

Artinformal gallery, 277 Connecticut Street, Greenhills East,
Mandaluyong City, Philippines. www.artinformal.com

Water Paper Stone: A Walk-Through Book 
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA  
Until 6th December 2014
Judy O’Shea recently published a memoir of her experience 
running an artist-in-residence programme in France 
for seventeen years with her husband, printmaker, 
photographer, and book artist, Mike O’Shea. The heart 
of the experience was the group of artists, American and 
French, who came together to work at La Pilande Basse, 
an eighteenth-century watermill in the Aveyron region of 
southern France. You can find out more about the book at 
www.water-paper-stone.com 

Judy decided to create an artist’s book version of her memoir 
at the San Francisco Center for the Book. As an installation 
artist, she envisioned a scale that would allow the viewer to 
wander through the book, surrounded by hanging pages. 
Judy created fifteen-foot covers, from hand-cast Kozo fibres, 
and asked Mike to do a twenty-foot spine. The pages, most 
hanging from the rafters, are contributions from seventeen 
other artists, French and American, representing the many 
who came to work at the mill. The pages are as varied as the 
artists, but each is originally conceived for this installation, 
and has a special dialogue that comes from the artists’ 
collective experiences at the mill.

The San Francisco Center for the Book 
375 Rhode Island Street (between 16th & 17th Streets), 
San Francisco, CA 94103, USA. https://sfcb.org

Ode to Roald by Betty Pepper

Karen Apps
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Hand, Voice & Vision: 
Artists’ Books from Women’s Studio Workshop
Crisp-Ellert Art Museum, Florida, USA
Until 14th October 2014

Curated by Kathleen Walkup, this retrospective features 
seminal artists’ books produced at WSW over the last 40 
years. When the medium was just emerging, there was 
an excitement “...based on the ability of the artist’s book 
to subvert the mainstream gallery and museum system,” 
Kathleen says. The exhibition celebrates three facets that 
characterize the artist’s book program: the hand-made mark 
of the book artist, the unique voices and viewpoints of a 
broad and diverse range of artists, and the visionary nature 
of artwork that forges new directions in the medium of 
book arts. 

Crisp-Ellert Art Museum, Flagler College, 74 King Street
St. Augustine, Florida 32084, USA

http://www.wsworkshop.org/artists-books/hand-voice-
vision-artists-books-exhibition/

http://www.flagler.edu/news-events/crisp-ellert-art-
museum/

Northwest Chapter of the Guild of Book Workers 
23 Sandy Gallery, Portland, USA
3rd October - 1st November 2014

The Northwest Chapter of the Guild of Book Workers 
celebrates its 11th year with a members exhibition. This 
exhibition showcases the diversity in the art and craft of the 
book: historical, traditional, experimental and fine bindings, 
conservation work, sculptural artists’ books and book 
objects, miniatures, pop-ups, blank books, letterpress 
and digital editions. 

Artists Reception: Saturday 4th October, 4-6pm

Participating artists above, left to right: Alicia Bailey, Susan 
Collard, Jodee Fenton, Mari Eckstein Gower, Patricia Grass, 
Ealasaid Haas, Karen Hanmer, Barbara Hebard, Paula 
Jull, Joanne Kluba, Bonnie Thompson Norman, Randi 
Parkhurst, Todd Pattison, Laura Russell, Carole Sauter, Elsi 
Vassdal Ellis. A full online catalogue for this exhibition can 
be found here: www.23sandy.com/works/gbwshowcase16  

Annual Members Meeting: Saturday October 4, 2014, 
6pm. The Guild of Book Workers was founded in 1906 to 
“establish and maintain a feeling of kinship and mutual 
interest among workers in the several hand book crafts.” 
Among its early members are well-known artist-craft 
workers such as bookbinder Edith Diehl and printers and 
typographers W.A. Dwiggins and Frederic W. Goudy.

The Guild still believes, as did its founders, that there is a 
responsibility among civilized people to sustain the crafts 
involved with the production of fine books. Its members 
hope to broaden public awareness of the hand book arts, 
to stimulate commissions of fine bindings, and to stress the 
need for sound book conservation and restoration. All are 
welcome to join and explore the work of and learn the craft 
of the book arts in all its aspects. More information about 
the Guild may be found at: www.guildofbookworkers.org

All current members and interested book workers are 
invited to the Members Meeting to be held on October 4, 

An excerpt from Ann Kalmbach & Tatana Kellner’s Pistol, pistil: 
botanical ballistics, 1997

Girt, Retha & Me © Elsi Vassdal Ellis

Remember © Bonnie Thompson Norman
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2104 just after the opening of the Showcase Exhibition. 
We will meet and walk to a nearby restaurant immediately 
after the reception.

23 Sandy Gallery
623 NE 23rd Avenue, Portland, OR 97232, USA.
Phone: 503-927-4409
www.23sandy.com/works/gbwshowcase16

Mark Pawson solo exhibition - SIGN MAP BAG  - Milton 
Keynes Arts Centre, UK
Until 12th November 2014

Mark Pawson - Sign Map Bag
Milton Keynes Arts Centre, UK
Until 15th November 2014
Familiar images and symbols are layered, multiplied and 
combined with slogans in the visually intense work of artist 
and publisher Mark Pawson in his exhibition Sign Map Bag, 
at Milton Keynes Arts Centre this Autumn.

“I collect things for my own amusement and decoration, 
Every so often a group of objects will push their way 
to the the forefront ad demand to be taken a bit more 
seriously.” Mark Pawson.

The exhibition reflects a collectors sensibility, presenting 
groupings of signs, postcards, letters and maps: objects 
which are manipulated, overprinted and collaged in bold 
transformations. For over 25 years Pawson has generated 
a constant stream of hand-made books, postcards, badges 
and multiples. These portable and affordable artworks make 
their way to audiences from his legendary stall at book fairs 
and markets around the world as well as from his own mail-
order service and website.

Along with Pawson’s near-obsessive collecting, ordering 
and fastidious making we find playful provocations and 
reflections on the wider culture of production, consumption 
and exchange. Slogans such as ‘Wear More Badges’ and 
‘Never Throw Anything Away EVER’ appear in acidic 
colour via screenprint and photocopy.

Examples of works include Reduce Reuse Repair Recycle 
(2011) and Street Market/Supermarket (2014) reflecting 
Pawson’s preoccupations with environmental issues by 
hand-printing onto the reverse of pizza boxes in one work 

and fusing together two pre-used plastic bags in the other, 
recharging these once commonplace and disposable items 
with a new lease of life and purpose. Both of these pieces 
at the same time generously make themselves available to 
the viewer for ownership, the former offered free of charge 
and the latter moderately priced at the cost of its previous 
contents, indicated by the shopping receipt still tucked 
inside as a reminder of the bags previous life.

A Mark Pawson  Perspex sign, made with jewellers Tatty 
Devine, OPEN & CLOSED (2004) has hung on the front 
door of Milton Keynes Arts Centre 2012. We are now 
delighted to welcome him back to fill our gallery.

Long Time No See, Friday 3rd October, 7 to 9pm. 
Taking inspiration from watching Claude Bessy VJ at the 
Hacienda nightclub, Manchester, in the early 1980s, Pawson 
will show an eclectic, energetic mix of short films and video 
clips: expect skateboards, energy domes, puppets, Sugar 
Puffs, toy cameras and a little bit of choreography. 
Pawson, who has not watched television for over 30 years, 
will introduce each clip wearing appropriate clothing. 
Free. Popcorn £2.00. Booking essential on 01908 608108

Milton Keynes Arts Centre is an independent arts and 
education charity established in 1974. We offer creative 
workshops, a gallery space and artists’ studios, promoting 
participation, exploration and learning through courses, 
exhibitions and events. Through innovative programming 
and partnerships, Milton Keynes Arts Centre aims to 
nurture creative talent and encourage social, cultural and 
economic exchange of creativity.

Milton Keynes Arts Centre, Parklands, Great Linford, 
Milton Keynes, MK14 5DZ, UK. 
Monday to Saturday: 10am - 4pm
www.miltonkeynesartscentre.org

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:  

An invitation from WBN Associated Artists 
Advance Warning for World Book Night April 2015!

At this year’s World Book Night event, WBN Associated 
Artists selected the book we wanted to make a tribute to 
for 2015. On 23/04/15 we will be making our annual World 
Book Night tribute, to Stephen King’s magnificent horror 
novel The Shining.

If you would like to contribute to our annual, collaborative 
artist’s book and (very) amateur video, please get reading as 
soon as possible. We invite you to read the book and then 
create a miniature model of anything from the book (i.e. not 
something you remember from the film, it has to be from 
the book) to send to us before the end of March 2015. 
We will use these models to photograph for an artist’s book 
and for our usual short video. All contributors will be 
acknowledged unless they wish to remain anonymous.

Dare you join in? Any questions email Sarah at 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Lendroit: Publisher / Gallery / Bookshop / Library 

New space for a new place
Located in the heart of Rennes on an exclusively pedestrian 
area, our new space welcomes you.
 
New gallery and new bookshop
Open Tuesday to Saturday from 12 to 6pm, Lendroit 
editions offers a programme of exhibitions and events, a 
book and print shop dedicated to contemporary art print 
and a library of reference works for free consultation.
 
Lendroit éditions
24 bis place du Colombier, 35000 Rennes, France 
www.lendroit.org

Dear friends of Book Arts and previous participants of 
the Festivals, we regret to inform you that it has not been 
possible to further plans for another Book Arts Festival in 
2015.

Due to new management and lack of financial backing for 
the Book Arts project it has been decided that the active 
part of Doverodde Book Arts Center & Festival takes a 
break and Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck – who in recent years has 
been responsible for correspondence and organising the 
Book Arts events at Doverodde Købmandsgård – is leaving 
coming August 1st, 2014.

All online platforms are being handed over to Karin 
Nikolaus at Doverodde Købmandsgård – this includes:
nordicbookarts@gmail.com
www.doveroddebookarts.blogspot.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Doverodde-Book-Arts-
Center-Festival 150952694953289
https://twitter.com/DoverBookArts
http://nordicbookarts.ning.com
https://www.flickr.com/photos/doveroddebookarts/

Should you wish to get in touch with Mette-Sofie then her 
private mail is: mette.ambeck@gmail.com – she continues 
her own work as a designer and book artist.

However, we are pleased to be able to end this year having 
shown several brilliant Book Arts exhibitions and we are 
very grateful to all the participating artists for their support 
and artistic contributions.

Linda Newington who was an artist-in-residence in 
Doverodde for 3 weeks in the spring, has agreed to do a 
joint exhibition with Mette-Sofie Ambeck in May 2015.

The Doverodde Book Arts Collection will also continue 
to be available for viewing on the upper floor of the old 
merchants warehouse in the “Reading Corner” – a list of 
the entire collection can now be found under: “Doverodde 
Book Arts Collection” on our blog / website: 
www.doveroddebookarts.blogspot.com 

Since May 17th the collection has been exhibited twice. 
See photos on Flickr and the blog.

One last and very sad announcement is that Norbert Dams 
passed away earlier this year. Norbert played guitar, vihuela 
and lute for us during the past two Festivals (2011 & 2012). 
He will be greatly missed and we send our condolences and 
very best wishes to his family and friends.

We hope to return in 2016 with better news, until then 
a giant THANK YOU for all the fantastic support and 
encouragement from all of you, it’s been a great pleasure.

Very best wishes
Karin Nikolaus & Mette-Sofie D. Ambeck
Doverodde Købmandsgård (Nordvest Safari)

St Bride Foundation Print Workshop Open Evening
Tuesday 7th October 6pm - 9pm

Find out more about us. Come and look around the 
workshop, see the presses and equipment we have, meet the 
tutors and find out more about the courses we offer. You 
can either book via Eventbrite or just turn up on the night. 
There is no charge to attend. Please visit the St Bride website 
for further details: www.sbf.org.uk 

COURSES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS 

BINDING re:DEFINED 
THE 2015 PROGRAMME IS NOW ONLINE. Please have 
a look at www.bookbindingworkshops.com  Some of the 
classes are almost full so don’t delay in signing up.

These Wiltshire based workshops focus on innovative 
structures for use on all types of books. 

There are only a few places left in the remaining 2014 
workshops. Please visit the website or email for details and 
costs. www.bookbindingworkshops.com
bookbindingworkshops@gmail.com

Elbum and Shrigley - Benjamin Elbel • October 11 • 
Marden • £80
This workshop brings together two unconventional methods 
for storing and displaying postcards: 1) the 
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elbum, an amazing structure which holds postcards only 
by gripping one of their edges into its pockets and 2) the 
Shrigley structure (above), based on an ingenious corner 
construction. A model of each will be completed in this 
one-day workshop. Basic experience required.

Leather Decoration - Benjamin Elbel • November 2 • 
Marden • £80

Leather is without a doubt 
the finest bookbinding 
material but its natural 
grain can have a 
somewhat conservative 
feel and look, not 
necessarily suited to 
contemporary work.

In this one-day workshop 
you will learn how to 
create rich and interesting 
patterns and textures onto 
suede leather, which 
can then be used as a 
covering material. 

The Fin Book - Lori Sauer • November 15 • Marden • £80
This beguiling book is another intriguing innovation from 
Carmencho Arregui. Along with her other work, it is 
aesthetically beautiful, functionally sound and adaptable 
for many uses. 

The sections are sewn along with interleaved strips of stiff 
paper to create a spine that resembles the fins of a fish. This 
strong visual feature allows air and light to circulate through 
a truly original binding. www.bookbindingworkshops.com

Paperphilia short creative workshops and retreats. 
2014 in paper; cut folded, stitched and written…
Two particularly special events this winter are growing as 
more inspiration and must-see places are revealed through 
research and rigorous planning:

20th - 24th October Venice. Pigments, palazzos, artisan 
book artists, gelato and paper exploration.

25th - 29th November Paris. A splendid location for five 
days of Paperie. Flea markets, boutiques, galleries, paper 
emporium and pastries.

Read more about these courses at:
http://paperphilia.co.uk/paperphilia/workshops/

The Grange Ellesmere - Residential and Non-Residential 
Book Arts and Related Courses in a beautiful Shropshire 
country house (all food and tuition included in prices)
The Grange is delighted to be offering, in addition to its 
usual book arts courses, introductory courses in calligraphy, 
printmaking and watercolour painting. Excellent tuition, 
wonderful surroundings, like-minded people and great 
home-cooked food.

Oct 9th - 12th  - Bookbinding - (Traditional)
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Bookbinding_Courses.html

Oct 9th - 12th  - Letterpress Printing
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Letterpress_printing.html

Our home page for the courses is:www.thegrange.uk.com
and a specific Book Arts page here:
www.thegrange.uk.com/Grange/Book_Arts_Centre.html

London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is an open-access 
educational and resource centre dedicated to book arts. 
We are based in what was once the heart of London’s print 
industry in Fish Island, near Hackney Wick in east London.
The Centre’s mission is to keep book-making skills alive, by 
offering expertise and teaching in bookbinding, letterpress 
printing, papermaking, and related disciplines. LCBA 
also offers studio space and equipment rental to members 
working in the book arts.

Have you considered becoming a Studio Member of 
LCBA? We offer two types of membership for people 
who wish to use the LCBA facilities independently: 
the Full Studio Membership gives you access to all 
letterpress, bookbinding and print finishing equipment; 
and the Bindery Membership gives you access to the 
LCBA bindery, including blocking presses, nipping presses 
and finishing tools. Find out more here: 
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com/membership

You can also email us: hello@londonbookarts.org or stop 
by the studio to find out more. Next time you visit the 
Centre, be sure to take a look at our shop. We’ve been 
busy stocking-up with how-to guides, artists’ books, books 
about artists’ books, and hard-to-find tools and materials 
for bookbinding.
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London Centre for Book Arts
Unit 18, Ground Floor, Britannia Works, Dace Road, Fish 
Island, London, England E3 2NQ, UK.
http://londonbookarts.tumblr.com

Autumn Print Workshop in Amsterdam 
17th–19th October 2014  
Two unique locations. Two teachers – Carola Rombouts in 
the ‘Docklands’ of Amsterdam, Thomas Gravemaker in the 
historical centre of the city – use two printing techniques to 
realise with the participants a common project. For three 
days we will work together in inspiring environments – with 
time for experimenting, discussion, a glass of wine and 
some cheese – to create a publication in limited edition, 
combining linoprint with letterpress…

Carola: I chose linocut as a technique for the first limited 
edition books – Het boek van Trijntje Soldaats and Het 
Boek van Minne Koning – that I created in 2003. It was the 
first linocut that I made in my life and from that moment 
on, until this day, I continue to cut and print them. In my 
own work I use linocuts, material and stamp-printing. The 
strength of the colours of ink and the possibilities of relief 
printing on all kind of beautiful papers, did in the end win 
over from oilpaints and canvas.

During the course, the image is ‘on friendly or even 
necessary terms’ with text, and vice versa. But both also 
speak for themselves. With attention for the – own – visual 
language there will be possibilities for experiment. In the 
way of cutting, printing, and the use of colour and shape. 

We will discuss ideas and I’ll accompany you to realise your 
project.

Presses available in the studio: Eickhoff proofpress and 
Artell etchingpress. I studied at the Royal Academy of 
Fine Arts in The Hague. Since 1988, I work and exhibit as 
an artist. As a teacher I run courses and workshops with 
children, students, professional artists and amateurs, in my 
own studio or on location.

Thomas: Working with type, spaces and leading, creating 
a good piece of typesetting and printing it, are the most 
relaxing and satisfying moments in my life. For once, no 
letterspacing in a layout programme on the computer.

Now you really will use your hands; metal and woodtype, 
composing sticks, materials and tools that haven’t changed 
in five centuries. The smell of the ink when you enter the 
workspace, the reams of paper waiting to be printed on, the 
sunlight that enters through the windows…

After having spent years in London, Paris and Edinburgh as 
designer and typographer, I have returned to Amsterdam, 
where – in the centre of the city – I’ve installed a small, 
but well-equipped workshop. A Vandercook proofpress, a 
treadle platen press, a couple of small tabletop presses and 
good – often new – type. Everything you need to work well. 

Transmitting knowledge and sharing passion are important. 
So why not join us, and work together on a nice project and 
experience something different. 
17–19 October 2014, welcome-drink 16 October, price 350 
Euros per person, coffee, tea and lunches included.

Carola Rombouts
KNSMlaan 225, 1019LC Amsterdam
carola63@gmail.com
www.carolarombouts.nl 
www.grafiekdrukkerij.nl

Thomas Gravemaker
Singel 214, 1013HS Amsterdam
tomscot@kpnmail.nl
www.letterpressamsterdam.com www.tomscot.org
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Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Minneapolis, USA
We know you’ve been waiting for it - and it’s here! MCBA’s 
Fall class schedule is live on our website, and online 
registration is open! Check out the great line-up of classes 
and workshops we’ve put together for you:

Adult classes
Perennial favorites as well as a great mix of unique and new 
topics, plus special opportunities for advanced students to 
pursue independent projects under the guidance of master 
binding and paper artists.

Family and preschool classes
Family classes allow kids and their adults to work side-
by-side creating fun and unique books, handmade paper 
and printmaking projects. Alongside some exciting 
new offerings, you’ll find our popular Holiday Series for 
preschoolers and our holiday workshops for older children 
-- letterpress card making, paper marbling for wrap, book 
ornaments and much more.

Classes for independent youth
This fall, MCBA is proud to partner with The Loft Literary 
Center on writing and book arts combo classes for youth! 

MCBA On The Road! Registration is now open for classes 
in Grand Marais: Saturday and Sunday, October 18-19 at the 
Grand Marais Art Colony

Visit our On The Road page for class descriptions, 
registration details and more: 
http://www.mnbookarts.org/ontheroad/

Our galleries, studios, and The Shop at MCBA are open 
to the public seven days a week. Gallery admission is 
always free. Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 
Washington Ave. S. #100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
www.mnbookarts.org

Professione LibroTraining Activities and Seminars:

Album Comet Display, Milan, 18th October 2014 
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
The aim of this workshop is the realisation of a very clever 
kind of album. When it is closed it looks like an ordinary 
album but it can be transformed into a three-dimensional 
object which shows a sequence of images in a circular 
display. This structure, devised by Carmencho Arregui 
in the nineties, will offer the participants the opportunity 
to learn how to measure, hand crease, sew and use the 
structural elements also as decoration.

Careful planning is needed prior to the making of this 
album. To adapt the inside to their needs the participants 
will be working both with the structure and the contents. 
They will receive precise directions as to what kind of 
images they should use (calligraphy, photography, or 
graphic material). What is really interesting about it is that 
this structure offers the possibility of looking at a substantial 
group of images all in one go.

The course will take place at Professione Libro, Via Angelo 

Del Bon, 1 - 20158 Milan, Italy.
100 EUR excluding materials
More information and booking links at:  
www.professionelibro.it

Bookbinding1 - Basic Course
Milan, 20th October 2014 - 26th January 2015
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Promoted yet not organised by Professione Libro.
http://bit.ly/1qwnj4B

Bookbinding and Restoration of Books - Basic Course
Milan, 23rd October 2014 - 4th June 2015
With Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo. 
http://bit.ly/1u7eXlt

Book Arts: Hand Printed Artists’ Books
One year Portfolio Course with Angie Butler 
Mondays 9.30am - 4.30pm
Starts 12th January 2015 at Spike Print Studio
Spike Island, Bristol, UK
During this 30-week course, students will develop 
knowledge of the materials, techniques, structures, tools, 
and processes used in creating artists’ books, and will learn 
how to make a variety of book structures. Bindings and 
structures range from simple and engaging stitching to more 
complex and challenging multi-section hardback books.

You will also explore and gain technical insight into a 
broad range of non-digital studio practice, with hands-on 
introductions to: screen-printing, letterpress printing, 
low-tech image making processes, and basic relief 
printmaking. Individual and group projects will help you 
to develop and realise your ideas in book form, and 
examine the relationship of verbal, visual, and structural 
content in books.

Course info http://www.spikeprintstudio.org/courses/2244   

Spike Print Studio 
Spike Island 133 Cumberland Road Bristol BS1 6UX, UK. 
Tel: 0117 929 0135
www.spikeprintstudio.org
info@spikeprintstudio.org
@spikeprint
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Making Books: Binding, Pages, Covers and Cuts 
5 Tuesdays from 21st April – 19th May 2015
Course Tutor: Angie Butler
Print Centre, UWE, Bristol, Bower Ashton campus, UK
5.30pm - 8pm each day
This evening course offers an introduction to book making 
and artists’ books: by looking at hard copy examples of 
artists’ books from the special collection at CFPR, and 
following step by step demonstrations covering at least 
five different bindings and/or techniques - such as simple 
pamphlet stitch, Japanese stab binding, a concertina book 
with a sculpted case bound cover, to hard back binding. 
Perfect for those who have little or no experience in 
bookbinding and artists’ books, or who just need a refresher.
 

The course fee covers all basic materials and bookbinding 
tools will be provided for use, and are also available to buy 
for future work.
 
Course Tutor: Angie Butler is a multi-disciplinary artist, 
producing artists’ books and printed matter with letterpress 
and hand typed text. She holds masters degrees in both 
Multi-Disciplinary Printmaking (specialising in artists’ 
books) and Visual Culture: Fine Art. Angie is a current PhD 
student working with Sarah Bodman and Tom Sowden, in 
the Book Arts area at CFPR, UWE, investigating how we 
learn to design and create artists’ books through letterpress.

Awarded two prizes for her artists’ books: the Sheffield 
Book Arts Prize (Student Prize) 2009, and the Agassi Book 
Arts Prize, UWE, 2011; Angie’s work is held in both UK, 
and international private and public collections. Over the 
past few years, Angie has been involved with various artists’ 
books exhibitions, symposiums and conferences organised 
by CFPR: plus collaborative projects and events as part of 
CocoLLab, with Caseroom Press, and The School Of The 
Arts Institute, Chicago and The Minnesota Center For Book 
Arts, USA.

Limited to 8 participants. £190 full price / £152 concessions 
(includes tea, coffee and basic materials)
 
Bookings can be made on the online store at: 
http://store.uwe.ac.uk/browse/product.asp?compid=1&mod
id=1&pcatid=791&catid=792

Designer Bookbinders Lecture
28th October 2014, 7pm
Paul Johnson – Movable Book Artist and Teacher
The Bridewell Hall, St Bride Foundation
14 Bride Lane, London EC4Y 8EQ
Paul Johnson studied at Norwich School of Art and 
Rabindranath Tagore’s University of Santiniketan in 
India. While on the art education staff of the Manchester 
Metropolitan University in the late 80s he inaugurated The 

Book Art Project, the main focus of which was to teach 
writing to children through the book form. Since then he 
has made books with over 200,000 children and over 25,000 
teachers worldwide.

A parallel career is as a book artist. His unique pop-up 
books are represented in most of the major collections in 
the USA including the Cooper-Hewitt Museum in New 
York and the Library of Congress and the Museum of Art 
in Washington DC. In 2013 he was awarded first prize 
(complete book category) in the International Bookbinders 
Competition of the Society of Bookbinders. None of his 
books have folds – all sections are joined with dovetail joints 
and piano hinges. Paul Johnson says, ‘It was seeing the 
sculptural bindings of Phillip Smith over thirty years ago 
that inspired me to look beyond the book as something to 
read.’

In this presentation Paul shares with us his life as book artist 
and teacher. He will show several of his unique carousel 
pop-up books first in the flat-pack state, then assembled into 
the 3D form, and then illustrate how these books inform the 
pop-up books children – some as young as four years of age 
- make in his workshops.

Admission: £7 DB members; £10 non-members; £5 students 
(with NUS card) Tel: 020 7353 3331. www.sbf.org.uk

Guy Begbie’s One-day Book Workshops
At Bath Artists Studios, UK
 
Two & Three Section Hard Back Bindings (two books) 
Sunday 19th October 2014 10.30am – 4.30pm 
Course Fee £40  (includes all materials) 
This workshop is designed for participants with or without 
bookbinding experience. 

During the workshop, participants will have the opportunity 
to make and take home, two cloth bound hardback books. 
These are made using two & three section page sequences, 
that will include gate-folds and throw-outs. Two methods of 
decorative exposed spine sewing patterns will be used. All 
equipment and materials will be provided for the workshop. 
Tutor: Guy Begbie

French Sewn Flat Back Case Bound Book 
Sunday 9th November 2014 10.30am – 4.30pm 
Course Fee £40  (includes all materials) 
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This workshop is designed for participants with or without 
bookbinding experience. During the workshop, participants 
will have the opportunity to make and take home a cloth 
bound hardback French sewn multi section book.  This 
is a traditional classic book structure that is strong and 
durable; the section page spreads will lie flat when the book 
is opened. 

This type of book construction can be applied universally 
to books of varying scales and formats, providing a 
professional binding finish and a neutral elegant space to 
contain image/text content. All equipment and materials 
will be provided for the workshop. Tutor: Guy Begbie

Christmas Themed Concertina Binding 
Sunday 7th December 2014  10.30am – 4.30pm  
Course fee £40  (includes all materials)
Here is your opportunity to make and take away your own 
uniquely designed handmade book. 

Learn the art of book-making, crafting a multi-functional 
pocket sized hard back concertina book containing a 
variety of page sequencing, with Christmas themed motifs 
and paper engineering, presented in a variety of viewing 
configurations and pull out options for free standing display. 
Discover different methods of folding, sewing and pasting 
and learn how to use various types of paper stock, paper 
engineering and page cutting techniques. 

The workshop is designed for participants either with or 
without previous experience of bookbinding. All equipment 
and materials will be provided for the workshop. Tutor: 
Guy Begbie

Bath Artists’ Studios, The Old Malthouse, Comfortable 
Place, Upper Bristol Road, Bath BA1 3AJ, UK

To book a place or enquire about availability and course 
details, please use the contact details below.
g.begbie@live.co.uk 
www.guybegbie.com

BOOK ARTS WEEK AT HOT BED PRESS 
Monday 20th – Sunday 26th October 2014

Hot Bed Press are pleased to announce a complete 
week of book arts courses at the Casket Works, Salford, 
designed to follow on from the Manchester Artists Book 

Fair (Friday 17th and Saturday 18th October at MMU’s 
Holden Gallery, Manchester).  Covering a wide range 
of topics, from the Art of the Typewriter through to Zine 
production, there should be something for everyone.  
We are especially delighted to introduce Roni Gross of  
Zitouna, New York, who will tutor two of the courses 
during the week and, on the Monday evening, give a talk 
about 25 years of Zitouna.
http://www.hotbedpress.org/courses/book-arts-week/

EXPERIMENTAL PRINTING - 
PRESSURE PRINTING & MONOPRINTING
1-Day Course  Monday 20th October 2014 
11am to 5pm
Tutor: Roni Gross
You will learn how to make paper plates that combine 
different materials and textures and use them to do pressure 
printing on a letterpress proofing press. These prints can 
have multiple colours and layers, and can be used in book 
structures. Monoprinting with brayers with the addition 
of soft materials will also be explored. Each student will 
make several prints during the day, and then we will make 
a model of a flag book and a concertina which can 
incorporate some of the prints. 
No previous experience necessary.

Cost: £65.00 / £55.00 members Maximum of 9 people.
http://www.hotbedpress.org/courses/experimental-printing-
pressure-printing-monoprinting/

25 YEARS OF ZITOUNA - EVENING TALK WITH 
RONI GROSS Monday 20th October 2014, 7pm – 8.30pm
Based in New York, Zitouna have issued multiples for the 
past 25 years. Begun as a means of celebrating the secular 
holidays Halloween and Valentine’s Day these projects 
developed into explorations of the themes of love and 
death. The objects have taken many forms over the years: 
from constructed rolodex to broadsides, photographic 
puzzles, volvelles and flip books. Letterpress, offset and 
xerox prints, photography, watercolour and collage are 
some of the mediums employed. Many of the pieces are in 
the permanent collections of universities and museums, 
(i.e. Harvard, Yale, Brooklyn Museum, New York Public 
Library).

Cost: £10.00 / £5.00 members. http://www.hotbedpress.org/
courses/25-years-of-zitouna-evening-talk-with-roni-gross/

Printmaking with Wood Type and Type-High Rule
1-Day Course - Tuesday 21st October 2014 
11am to 5pm
Tutor: Roni Gross
In this one-day workshop, students will play with wood type 
to make patterns and texture, which can be multi-coloured 
and layered in a variety of ways. 

Using type-high rule as a drawing tool you will print shaped 
lines, also of varying colours, as part of the prints. This can 
be an unpremeditated project, where additional layers are 
added and happy accidents encouraged. Students will learn 
basic lockup of wood type on the press bed, and leave with 
several prints. No previous experience necessary. 
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Cost: £65.00 / £55.00 members Maximum of 9 people.
http://www.hotbedpress.org/courses/printmaking-with-
wood-type-and-type-high-rule/

The Great Zine Machine - Morning Course
Wednesday 22nd October 2014. From: 10am to 12.30pm
Tutor: Sue Shaw

Let Frau and Gertrude take the strain. Our lovely risograph 
machines can help you print in limited run production, 
play about with layering colours and get that trendy just off 
registered look. Get self-publishing and be part of the zine 
zeitgeist.

The risograph has really taken off in the last few years and 
we are seeing it appear in studios and editioning companies 
across the UK. Of course our machines have been with us 
for a while and we have enjoyed tinkering with imagery for 
some time. Get ‘on trend’ with us. Printing at the press of a 
button has never been so much fun.

Cost: £30.00 / £25.00 members. http://www.hotbedpress.
org/courses/the-great-zine-machine/

Letterpressed Bookmarks - Morning Course
Thursday 23rd October 2014. From: 10am to 12.30pm
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow

Everyone loves a good bookmark. Come and print your own 
bespoke bookmarks. Set your own type and print dozens of 
bookmarks. We will have plenty of lovely papers and card to 
print on in all different shades and tones. 

We have a big selection of large and small type. You can 
even cut up your own prints and drawings to print over to 
make unique designs. Play around with composition and 
colour. This special taster course will have you coming back 
for more and henceforth you can mark your book pages 
with style and confidence.

Cost: £30.00 / £25.00 members. http://www.hotbedpress.
org/courses/letterpressed-bookmarks/

Typewriter Book Art - Morning Course
Friday 24th October 2014. From: 10am to 12.30pm
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow
The word as art using typewriters. Create beautiful text 
based art in book form. From concrete poetry to text 
based design, our pool of typewriters will be ready to serve. 
Learn to plan and fold simple books and unique objects 
from your type.

We have a great range of typewriters for you to have fun 
on, from large Adlers to beautiful antique Underwood 
typewriters. They all have their own character and even 
different fonts. It will be a veritable typing pool.

Cost: £30.00 / £25.00 members
http://www.hotbedpress.org/courses/typewriter-book-art/
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The Proper Book - Weekend Course
Saturday 25th & Sunday 26th October 2014
From: 11am to 5pm
Tutor: Elizabeth Willow
Learn how to make your very own ‘proper’ books, using 
traditional methods to create simple pamphlets, and both 
single and multiple section hard-backed books. 

Using folding, cutting, sewing and gluing techniques, you 
will create elegant pocket-sized books to hold notes or 
sketches and to impress your friends.

Cost: £130.00 / £110.00 members. Maximum of 9 people.
http://www.hotbedpress.org/courses/the-proper-book/

To book a place on any of these courses, please phone 
0161 743 3111, email info@hotbedpress.org or get in touch 
via the website www.hotbedpress.org

Hot Bed Press, 1st Floor, The Casket Works, Cow Lane, 
Salford, M5 4NB, UK. Tel: 0161 743 3111
www.hotbedpress.org

Introduction to Laser Cutting Weekend Course with 
Jenny Smith. Sat 8th & Sun 9th November 2014                                 
A hands-on introduction to laser cutting, learn how to 
prepare files and experiment in cutting and engraving into 
a variety of materials, including paper, card, fabric, acrylic 
and wood.

In this hands - on course you will learn how to laser cut 
and etch your images onto paper, card, fabric and wood. 
Full course notes provided. This workshop is suitable for 
all levels of ability, the emphasis is on introducing you 
to the full potential of the laser cutter and providing the 
opportunity to complete a small personal project. 

Bring a drawing, quotation and photographic image and 
learn how to prepare this for laser cutting. 

Jenny Smith is a practicing artist who has been creating 
award winning laser cut artworks for over 8 years. She has 
20 years experience of teaching and is one of the leading 
authorities in the creative use of laser cutting in Scotland.

Cost £195. All Materials  & refreshments provided. 
10.30 am – 5pm. No.s limited to 4 participants to allow 
for individual attention and time on the laser. 
Advice available about reasonably priced accommodation 
close by with local artists. 

For further info:
http://www.edinburghlaserstudio.org.uk/Courses.html
courses@edinburghlaserstudio.org.uk 
Tel: 0771 3901 730
Jenny Smith, Artist, Bonnington Mill, 
72 Newhaven Road, Edinburgh, EH6 5QJ, UK

Bookbinding in the Alps - Marysa of Otter Bookbinding 
will be teaching a bookbinding course at Les Carroz in 
the French Alps between 5th - 14th October 2015  

Learning 
the basics of 
bookbinding
 in a luxurious 
and beautiful 
location should 
make this a 
holiday to 
remember!  

Contact us for more information: 
marysa@otterbookbinding.com

Bookbinding Classes
We run regular introductory and specialist bookbinding 
courses.  We have recently started using Eventbrite to 
make booking our courses easy - visit the page to see our 
forthcoming courses and book. http://www.eventbrite.
co.uk/o/otter-bookbinding-6637393785
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We also offer Gift Vouchers so you can treat a friend or 
family member to a days bookbinding with us, either as part 
of a class or one to one. An unusual gift that will be long 
remembered! Vouchers are available for various amounts, 
contact: marysa@otterbookbinding.com to find out more. 

Otter Bookbinding, Midhurst, West Sussex, UK
http://otterbookbinding.com

Book Arts Intensive with Maria G Pisano
Printmaking Center of New Jersey, USA
Four Wednesdays, Oct. 1, 8, 15, and 22, 10am-2.30pm

Students will create an array of artists’ books that take 
into consideration the integration of design, image, 
book structure, content and media. Using paste papers, 
stencil prints and other image-making modes, the class 
will make an assortment of book structures including 
accordion, all-along sewing, flag book, carousel book and 
more. Additionally we will learn practical and appropriate 
uses of diverse papers, sewing, pop-ups, glues and more. 
http://www.printnj.org/education/adult-education/fall-
classes-2014/

Conservation Enclosures - Maria Pisano 
Center for Book Arts, NY 
November 15 - 16, Saturday and Sunday, 10am - 4pm

Protective enclosures can serve as an extension of the 
books you create, enhance their presentation, and provide 
an additional surface where one can customize the box to 
reflect the contents. Learn to make three archival enclosures 
that enable you to store your books in a protective 
environment. Learn how to make the archival enclosure 

used by the Library of Congress, as an alternative to the 
clamshell box, a case wrapper and a self-closing wrapper. 
Discussion will center on conservation principles of archival 
materials, importance of customised enclosures, recognising 
problems, prevention and other helpful hints. 

For the book artist, librarian and collector. No experience 
necessary, just come with your books.
http://www.centerforbookarts.org/classes/classdetail.
asp?classeventID=1587

A selection of October classes at the San Francisco Center 
for the Book, USA:

Gilding with Judy Detrick
October 11th, 2014 

Eggshell Panels for Bookbinding with Gavin Dovey
October 11th, 2014

Cast Paper with Print Imagery with Jon Hook
October 16th, 2014 

Medieval Pocketbook with Nicholas Yeager
October 19th, 2014 

View the wholes list for October at: 
https://sfcb.org/node/221

More workshops coming up in November, see the list at: 
https://sfcb.org/node/222

San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA
https://sfcb.org

Space Her Place
Experimental Writing and Reading Workshop
December 19-21, 2-5pm
Art Metropole, 1490 Dundas St. W., Toronto
The project considers the divergencies between collective 
and individual claims to a space through a cast of characters 
and their desire to hold a place.

Art Metropole
1490 Dundas St. W., Toronto, ON  M6K 1T5, Canada
www.artmetropole.com

St Bride Print Workshop Courses
The Foundation offers the following courses in our 
unique workshop in the heart of Fleet Street, London.
Classes are no more than 6 people and tutors are all 
experienced in their chosen field. 
• Getting started with the Adana - Saturday
• Introduction to the Adana - Weekday
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• 3 Week Hand Composition and Letterpress Printing 
Course - Monday Evening
• Two-day Letterpress - Weekday
• Two-day Letterpress Intensive - Saturdays
• Introduction to Wood Engraving (Relief Printing)-
Thursday evening
• One Day taster Black & White Lino Cutting
• Introduction to Colour Lino Cutting

Please visit the St Bride website for further details:
www.sbf.org.uk 

Upcoming workshops at the Center for Book Arts, 
New York
The Center for Book Arts’ Education Programme strives 
to engage a wide audience, providing beginning students 
and professional artists alike with a comprehensive 
and technically challenging curriculum. In addition 
to foundation coursework in letterpress printing and 
bookbinding, we provide structured opportunities for 
working artists from other media to expand their creative 
practice in bookmaking. 

Weekends in the printshop: 
Class size is limited to eight students.
Hands-On History of Typography 
Dikko Faust, Nov 1 - 2

Letterpress Printing and Pochoir 
Amber McMillan, Nov 15 - 16

Intro to Letterpress: Business Cards & Postcards 
Roni Gross, Nov 22 - 23

Polymer on the Platen Press 
Amber McMillan, Dec 6 - 14

Weeknights in the printshop: 
Class size is limited to eight students.
Letterpress I: Hand Typesetting 
Roni Gross, Oct 29 - Dec  17

Letterpress Lab, Roni Gross, Oct 30 - Dec  11

Printshop Renter Training and Guillotine Workshop 
Roni Gross, section 11: Nov 17 

Printshop Renter Training and Guillotine Workshop 
Roni Gross, section 12: Dec 8 

Weekends in the bindery:
Class size is limited to ten students.
Monument in Mind: Sculptural/Architectural Artist Books, 
Kumi Korf, Oct 18 - 19

Master Faculty Fellow: Material as Metaphor 
Richard Minsky, Oct 25 - 26

Copperplate Calligraphy, Karen Gorst, Nov 1 - 2

Magic Books and Paper Toys, Esther Smith, Nov 1 - 2

Tips and Tricks, Judy Ivry & Barbara Mauriello, Nov 8 - 9

Conservation Enclosures, Maria Pisano, Nov 15 - 16

Holiday Bound at Minsky’s Circa 1990 
Susan Mills, Dec 6 - 7

Tunnel Books, Maria Pisano, Dec 13 - 14

Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th St, 3rd Flr, New York, NY 10001, USA. 
More details on each of these classes can be found at:
http://www.centerforbookarts.org/classes/

Why Edit? 
Approaches to Editing in Independent Art Publishing 
Thursday 23rd October 6.30–9pm 
Flat Time House, London
Led by Francesco Pedraglio, and Gavin Everall, Editor 
and Marketing Manager, Book Works
This workshop will act as an introduction to the process 
of editing in relation to artists’ books, covering questions 
relating to both writing and images, collaborative writing 
practices, rules and protocol, grammar and the spoken 
word, as well as the more nitty-gritty issues regarding 
collating texts, images, captions, and proofing. 

The workshop is designed to be suitable for anyone who is 
interested in the process of writing, editing or publishing 
and self-publishing artists’ books, whether in printed form 
or for digital platforms. 

£25 per person. For further information and to book see: 
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1820

OPPORTUNITIES

CALL FOR ENTRIES: Two new opportunities from 
Alicia Bailey, Abecedarian Gallery, Denver, USA

Artists’ Book Cornucopia VI - deadline to submit 
December 6, 2014
Exhibition dates: January 22 - March 14, 2015
I’m pleased to announce that Cristina Favratto will be 
jurying the 2015 Cornucopia exhibit.  Cristina is the Head 
of Special Collections at the University of Miami Otto G. 
Richter Library. Online entry details are available via the 
Abecedarian Gallery website. No geographic restriction. 
http://www.abecedariangallery.com 

Unbound: The Book Transformed - at Foothills Art 
Center, Golden, Colorado
Exhibition dates January 23 - March 22, 2015.
Entry details for this exhibit aren’t yet available. I have 
been invited to jury this exhibition, and am excited by the 
prospect of this beautiful exhibition space showing off 
contemporary artists’ books. Restricted to United States 
artists. I’ll be posting a link to the entry details on the 
Abecedarian Gallery website and in my gallery newsletters 
when they become available.
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Alicia Bailey - Abecedarian Gallery
910 Santa Fe Dr, #101, Denver, CO  80204 USA
Email: alicia@abecedariangallery.com
www.abecedariangallery.com
http://abecedariangallery.com/store/blog

CALL FOR ENTRIES: Sint-Niklaas 2015 Bookplates and 
Small Printmaking Competition. No entry fee.
Every two years the International Exlibris Centre of the 
town of Sint-Niklaas organises an international competition. 
Bookmarks as well as other small prints may be submitted. 
The general topic is open but one of the main awards is 
intended for an entry with ‘A portrait’ as its topic. Everyone 
living anywhere in the world and aged over 18 can submit 
his/her prints. Prints from woodcuts to digital prints and 
almost all types of fine graphic printmaking techniques are 
allowed. Three main Town of Sint-Niklaas Awards for three 
different types of techniques will be granted to honour the 
attention to printmaking technique quality. 

The Sint-Niklaas International Exlibris Centre will 
continue to support authentic bookmarks or ex-librises. 
A main Town of Sint-Niklaas Award and some other 
desirable awards will be dedicated to the best, most striking 
bookplates. The exhibition programme of the museum in 
2015 will be dedicated to the theme of the portrait. 
That accent is also placed in the competition by reserving 
a special Award of the town of Sint-Niklaas for the best 
entry with the “portrait” theme. The total prize pool is EUR 
7,750, so it is worth submitting. Submissions accompanied 
by a clearly filled-out registration form need to arrive at 
the following address before the 1st of November 2014: 
Internationaal Exlibriscentrum Stedelijke Musea Sint-
Niklaas - Wedstrijd 2013 Zwijgershoek 14 B-9100 Sint-
Niklaas, Belgium. 

We cordially invite all the participants to attend the 
official announcement of the results of the competition 
and the opening of the 27th Printmaking Biennale 2015, 
on Saturday, March 28, 2015 (tbc) in the museum SteM 
Zwijgershoek 14 in Sint-Niklaas.  More information and 
registration forms at: http://musea.sint-niklaas.be/exlibris/
grafiekbiennale/wedstrijd

CALL FOR ENTRIES: Vilnius Triennial 2015 Exhibition 
Theme: Error {mistake}. The purpose of the 7th 
International Artist’s Book Triennial Vilnius 2015 is to inspire 
artists to create conceptual works that correspond to the 
proposed theme. 

Errors {mistakes} play an important role not only in our life, 
but also in the creative process. Many scientific discoveries 
have been made through mistakes, or by error. The same 
is true in art. We are looking for artists’ books made with 
errors, artists’ books with typographical, printing or binding 
errors. Artists’ books created about “errors” in our life and 
art, errors in science and engineering, errors in languages 
or errors on the road, etc. 

Deadline: 15th November 2014. No Entry Fee. Time & 
Location: 2015 Spring, Gallery Titanikas, Vilnius, Lithuania.

Main Prize: A personal artists’ books exhibition in Vilnius 
in 2018 together with the “8th International Artist’s Book 
Triennial Vilnius 2018”.

Organiser of the Triennial: Circle Bokartas.
Curator: Kestutis Vasiliunas. Future: We plan to show the 
7th Triennial in Lithuania, Germany, Italy and Australia.
More info: http://artistsbook.lt/blog/2013/09/24/7th-artists-
book-triennial-vilnius-2015/

Mary Kritz - 365 DAYS OF HANDWRITING 
Until December 2014
This is a bookbinding project that involves 365 samples of 
original handwriting (cursive writing, script). It came about 
as a result of cursive writing not being taught in schools 
any longer.  My goal is to acquire 365 different handwritten 
(cursive) samples over the year. To participate, the following 
steps are:

1.  The hand written sample must be original (no 
mechanical reproductions) – content is the writer’s choice
2.  Written on a piece of paper 4 x 6 inches (10.1 x 15.2 cm)
3.  Print your name, location (city/country) and link to a 
website, if available, on the sample
4.  Once completed, send the sample to: 
Mary Kritz, 1116 – 1909 Russell Road 
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3P2, Canada 

I will use a variety of bookbinding styles to bind the 
samples in weekly groupings which may be viewed at: 
www.bookartiste.blogspot.com

I will regularly introduce the project and participants on my 
blog.  If you do not wish to be mentioned, please state this 
in your submission. View the first nine weeks of books at: 
http://youtu.be/Fgfs2yP_EAY

Thank you for participating in this project.  
Regards, Mary Kritz. www.bookartiste.blogspot.com 

The Codex Foundation is pleased to announce that 
CODEX V will take place February 8-11, 2015 at 
the extraordinary Craneway Pavilion in Richmond, 
California, USA. 

Exhibitor Registration is now open. Please contact 
Peter@codexfoundation.org for registration information. 
http://www.codexfoundation.org

Upcoming at Women’s Studio Workshop, Rosendale, USA

Artists’ Books Residency Grant, a 6-8 week residency 
for an artist to produce a limited edition artist’s book. 
Deadline: November 15. http://www.wsworkshop.org/
program/artist-residencies/artists-book/
 
Art-in-Education Book Arts Residency Grant
Deadline: November 15. http://www.wsworkshop.org/
program/artist-residencies/art-in-ed-book-arts/
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Wishes Wanted - Cathryn Miller of Byopia Press has begun 
work on a new installation piece. You can participate by 
reading about the project at http://byopiapress.com/the-
wishing-star-project/ and then leaving an anonymous wish. 
Multiple wishes are permitted. 

Progress reports will be posted on a semi-regular basis at 
http://byopiapress.wordpress.com

Entry to the Manly Library Artists’ Book Award 2015 
is now open. The 2015 Award will be selected and judged 
by Helen Cole - Senior Librarian and Coordinator of the 
Australian Library of Art, Queensland Memory at the State 
Library of Queensland and Steven Miller - Head of the Art 
Gallery of NSW Research Library and Archive.
• Cost of entry is $30.00 AUD (inc GST) non-refundable.
• Any artists’ book created in the past 2 years is eligible to 
enter the Manly Library Artists Book Award 2015.
• The Manly Library Artists’ Book Award is acquisitive.
For further information and to enter please go to 
http://tinyurl.com/artbookaward

Important Dates
• Entries close: 5pm Friday 6 February 2015.
• Successful entrants notified by: 5pm Friday 20 February 
2015.
• Selected works to be received between: Monday 23 
February and Friday 13 March 2015.
• Opening & announcement of acquisitions: 6.30pm Friday 
20 March 2015 at Manly Library.
• Exhibition dates: Tuesday 24 March – Sunday 12 April 
2015 (excluding public holidays).
• Works to be collected/returned: Tuesday 14 April – 
Thursday 30 April 2015 (excluding public holidays).

Thank you for your continued support of the Manly Library 
Artists’ Book Award, and as a result the Manly Library 
Artists’ Book Collection.
If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact 
Wendy Ford wendy.ford@manly.nsw.gov.au 
https://epermit.manly.nsw.gov.au/DigitalResident/
ArtistBookAwards2015/
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Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini
Saturday 11th April and Sunday 12th April 2015
11am - 6pm Saturday and 11am – 5pm Sunday 
Arnolfini and The Centre for Fine Print Research at 
the University of the West of England, Bristol, are very 
pleased to announce the fifth Bristol Artist’s Book Event at 
Arnolfini! BABE will take place on Saturday 11th April and 
Sunday 12th April 2015 with stands over the galleries and 
auditorium space of Arnolfini. 

As stands are going fast, early booking is advised, 
email Sarah Bodman: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
telling us what you want from the list below. Tables are 
allocated on a first come first served basis so don’t delay!

auditorium large stand - downstairs in the dark space 
(table 180 cm, +2 chairs) 95.00   
galleries 2 and 3 large stand - first floor white space 
(table 180 cm, +2 chairs) 95.00  
small stand in light studio - second floor white space 
(table 160 cm, + 2 chairs) 75.00
small stand in dark studio - second floor dark space 
(table 160 cm, + 2 chairs) 75.00
 
There will also be workshops, tours of the event, ‘book 
surgeries’, exhibitions of books and events running over the 
weekend. We really hope you can make it and look forward 
to seeing you! Sarah, Tom, Phil, Holly and Helen

Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA
www.arnolfini.org.uk      

Call for Artists  - turn the page artists book fair 2015 
Submissions are now being accepted for this two day event 
at the stunning glass fronted Forum building in Norwich 
city centre on Friday 1st and Saturday 2nd May 2015.

Now in its fourth year, the fair offers a unique platform for 
artists whose work is informed by the physical or conceptual 
properties of the book  and will showcase an eclectic mix 
of work including traditionally produced limited editions, 
zines, folios and multiples, sculptural or altered books and 
book based installation. A combination of tables, display 
panels, plinths, display cases and floor space will be available 
to create an exciting and varied exhibition of work and 
in addition, a programme of associated events including 
poetry, hands on workshops and demonstrations will be 
running throughout the two day event. 

Individuals, Small/Fine Presses and Artists Groups are all 
eligible to apply. Submitting book artists will be selected by 
a panel of judges all chosen for their expertise in the field 
of book arts including Elizabeth James, senior librarian 

responsible for collections and documentation at the 
National Art Library, Victoria and Albert Museum.

As a special feature for the 2015 event we are also open to 
proposals for creating a large scale book installation within 
the venue’s glass Atrium. An artists fee will be offered 
according to scale and complexity of display. Please send 
preliminary proposals including  a sketch/digital visuals to 
us via email to turnthepage2015@btinternet.com 

For further details and to download submission forms 
please go to: www.turnthepage.org.uk

Submission Deadline: Monday 8th December 2014 

Artists’ Books Exhibition 
Submissions to: Artists’ Books, Orleans House Gallery, 
Riverside, Twickenham, TW1 3DJ, UK.
Exhibition runs 29 November 2014 - end January 2015
Through its annual open exhibition opportunities, Orleans 
House Gallery in Twickenham helps artists locally, 
nationally and internationally to showcase their work in 
group exhibitions across three gallery spaces: Orleans and 
Stables Galleries in Twickenham and the Riverside Gallery 
in Richmond.

To coincide with the annual Richmond upon Thames 
Literature Festival, this exhibition showcases contemporary 
artists’ books – artwork in book form – from unique 
examples to limited editions works. There is a £10.00 
administration charge (which also contributes towards 
exhibition costs); £7.50 concessions (students, retired, 
unwaged, benefits etc). 

Deadline for submissions: 10am Friday 17 October 2014 
Submission forms available at:
http://www.richmond.gov.uk/how_to_exhibit

ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & CONFERENCES

ANTWERP ACADEMY - ART BOOK FAIR
Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Antwerp 
Saturday 18th October 2014
10 am - 5pm. Free entrance. The Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts Antwerp hosts its first international art book fair.  
In its stately venue in the centre of Antwerp more than 60 
exhibitors from Belgium, Holland, Germany and France 
offer art books, artists’ books, photo books, exhibition 
catalogues, art magazines and related printed matter.
www.delangezaal.be/en/antwerp-academy-art-book-fair/

3rd European International Book Art Biennale, Moscow
Until 9th October 2014
Artists from Russia, Germany, UK, France, Italy, China, 
Romania, USA, Greece, Switzerland, Latvia, Ukraine and 
other countries will take part in the biennale. Open at the 
Russian State Youth Library. http://eibab.blogspot.com
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The Ninth Manchester Artist’s Book Fair
Friday 17th and Saturday 18th October 2014
Holden Gallery, Manchester School of Art
Hot Bed Press is pleased to announce the ninth Manchester 
Artist’s Book Fair, in association with Manchester School 
of Art, on Friday 17th and Saturday 18th October (11am – 
5pm both days), once again in Manchester School of Art’s 
Holden Gallery.  
 
MMU’s Special Collection will as usual put on show some of 
their own extensive collection of artists’ books in the library, 
just across the square from the fair, for visitors to enjoy; 
there will be demonstrations (more details later on); and 
last year’s popular Lovely Lovely Letterpress will be back.   
For more information: www.manchesterartistsbookfair.com  

Counter: Artists’ book fair at Plymouth Arts Centre, UK
Sunday 19th October 2014, 12 - 5pm
Counter draws together artists, collectives and book works 
to make friends, sell books, buy books, share work, share 
knowledge, learn something new, start conversations, ask 
questions, try to find answers and exchange ideas.

Exhibitors at Counter 2014:
AB Press & HG Makes, Alembic Books, Alexandra 
Czinczel, Bearpit Zines, Book Arts UWE, Bureau Doove, 
Clare Rogers, Colin Sackett, Deborah Price, Driftingspace, 

Editions of You Distro, Esme Betamax, Esther Yarnold, 
Folded Glued & Printed, Loophole Supplements, MCMXCII 
Projects, Nathan Walker, Nick Smith, PAC Home Research 
& Riso, Pineapple Falls, Plymouth University BA Hons 
Illustration, Pylon Press (PCA), Relief Press, Roy Brown, 
Semple Press, Sophie Ingram, The Tuber, Trauma Time, 
Uniform Books.
     
Counter is brought to you by an independent band 
of Plymouth-based artists and is in conversation with 
Plymouth International Book Festival. We are keeners, fans 
and D.I.Y. enthusiasts. 

www.counterplymouth.com
#counter2014

Bookface Chapter 5 - Sunday 12th October 2014
11am - 5pm at the Rising Sun Arts Centre, 30 Silver 
Street, Reading RG1 2ST, UK
About 5 minute walk from train station, parking in local 
streets. Stalls, exhibition pieces and installations.

Handmade books, one-offs, sculptures, comic books, altered 
books. Plus books made by printmakers and textile artists. 
Beautiful vintage books on display.

Poetry readings, workshops and activities - more to be 
confirmed. Workshops: ‘One Page Books’, ‘Stab Binding’ and 
‘Create a Comic’ drawing workshop.

Relax in our cafe bar. See our website for more details:
http://www.risingsunartscentre.org/bookface
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The fourth 
Fanzines! 
Festival 
will take 
place this 
fall in Paris 
from 13 -19 
October. 
During 
the whole 
month of 
October, 
there will 
be multiple 
exhibitions 
around 
zines, 
drawing 
and comics.
As every 
year, the 
centrepiece 

of the festival will be an exhibition of fanzines and self-
published books from all over the world at the Marguerite 
Duras Public Library in  the 20th arrondissement from 3rd 
to 31st October 2014. http://fanzines.papiergache.net

PAPER ON THE PRESS, the rapport of printing presses 
and papers. The annual conferences of The American 
Printing History Association (APHA) and the Friends 
of Dard Hunter (FDH) are being held jointly at San 
Francisco from October 16-18 (Thursday - Saturday, with 
a special & free supplement on Sunday the 19th).
The focus of the conference is on the inter-relationship 
between paper and printing. The contemporary use of paper 
not only for letterpress printers but also for artists’ books 
and as works of art are excellent topics to explore. We hope 
to find the convergences and overlaps between our two 
groups that will enhance understanding of the properties 
and value of paper. 

The entire ensemble of speakers with bios, is listed on 
the APHA website: http://printinghistory.org/programs/
conference/2014-speakers/
In addition, there will be plenty of specially-programmed 
excursions to The Book Club of California, the San 
Francisco Public Library’s Grabhorn Collection, Arion Press 
/M&H Type Foundry, and the recently-relocated American 
Bookbinders Museum.

Upcoming winter book fairs and conferences:

Editions/Artists’ Books Fair (E/AB)  
Art Beam building, 540 W. 21st Street, New York
6th – 9th November 2014
Editions/Artists’ Books Fair (E/AB) is New York’s premier 
showcase for contemporary publishers and dealers, 
presenting the latest and greatest in prints, multiples, and 
artists’ books. The Fair is well known for its vibrant energy 
thanks to its innovative international exhibitors, and 
hundreds of artists.

LIPS 2 - Limerick International Publishers Salon 
Limerick City, Ireland

 

ORMSTON HOUSE
Opening: Tuesday 7th October, 7pm
Running until Saturday 11th October 2014
 
CIT WANDESFORD QUAY GALLERY
Opening: Thursday 30th October, 6pm
Running until Saturday 8th November 2014
 
LIPS 2 initiated by Peter Morgan, (www.roadbooks.ie), at 
Ormston House will present an international selection of 
artists’ books to a Limerick audience for browsing and for 
purchase. We hope you will attend the salon to meet, share 
and discuss.
 
Ormston House is a cultural resource centre established in 
August 2011. It is run on a voluntary basis by students and 
recent graduates of Limerick School of Art and Design. 

Ormston House Gallery, 9-10 Patrick Street, Limerick City, 
Ireland. For further information on our programme, please 
visit: www.ormstonhouse.com

Nottingham Zine 
Festival 2014 
11th October 
2014, 12 – 5pm

Stalls, talks, 
reading corner…

This year Thrive 
are running 
the Second 
Nottingham Zine 
Festival! Talks by 
Joanne Lee, POW 
and Marching 
Stars Distro. 

Salford Zine 
Library will also provide zines for the Reading Corner!
The Vintage Warehouse, Huntington St. NG1 7EY, UK

LIPS at Ormston House, 2013
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Founded in 1998 by Susan Inglett of I.C. Editions, in 
partnership with Brooke Alexander Editions and Printed 
Matter, the Fair is now presented by the Lower East Side 
Printshop, a non-profit organisation. 

This year, the Fair is curated by Faye Hirsch, former 
Senior Editor At-Large, Art in America. Gathering over 40 
exhibitors from around the US, and Europe, the Fair will 
be presented at the recently renovated Art Beam building 
at 540 W. 21st Street in New York’s Chelsea. The Fair will 
take place November 6 – 9 during New York’s Print Week, 
to coincide with IFPDA’s Print Fair, and dozens of special 
exhibitions, talks, and workshops throughout the city.
http://eabfair.org

Buy the Book Fair - CENTRAL BOOKING, New York
Preview: Nov 7th, 6-9pm
8th and 9th November 2014, 12-6pm
CENTRAL BOOKING, the Lower Eastside gallery 
specialising in artist’s books, hosts Buy the Book, an event 
featuring print and the artist’s book. In honor of New 
York Fine Art Print Week, organised by the International 
Fine Print Dealers Association and in collaboration with 
Cannonball Press, fourteen exhibitors from around the 
country and the world present work in an intimate gallery 
setting. Join us for a Special Friday evening Preview Event. 
Demonstrations and print performances featured all 
weekend. http://centralbookingnyc.com/event/buy-the-
book-fair/

Landmarks in printing: from origins to the digital age
13-14 November 2014
St Bride Institute, St Bride Lane, off Fleet Street, London
This year, the Printing Historical Society commemorates 
its fiftieth anniversary and its role in the encouragement 
of printing history. To celebrate this milestone, the Society 
is hosting several events, foremost of which is a two-day 
conference on the theme of Landmarks in Printing: from 
origins to the digital age at which an international line-up 
of speakers will present papers covering all aspects of the 
art and craft of printing, including its aesthetic, cultural, 
practical and technical achievements.
 
As part of this two-day celebration, a number of other 
activities will run alongside the conference: an exhibition 
of the Society’s publications; demonstrations of historical 
printing methods; a book reading; a reception and book-
launch; and a special evening lecture by Professor Michael 
Twyman. For those with an interest in printing and 
typographic history, this is an essential event. 

Two-day ticket: £95 PHS Members; £125 Non-members
One-day ticket: £55 PHS Members; £75.00 Non-members
For a full schedule and the conference programme, please 
visit: http://www.typographichub.org/diary/entry/call-for-
papers-landmarks-in-printingfrom-origins-to-the-digital-
age/
 
To register for the event please visit: 
http://printinghistoricalsociety.org.uk/conference-2014-
registration-form.htm

The Small Publishers’ Fair
Conway Hall, London, UK
Friday 14 and Saturday 15 November 2014
The Small Publishers’ Fair is an annual celebration of books 
by contemporary artists, poets, writers and book designers. 
It is held in November, in London’s Conway Hall, Friday 14 
and Saturday 15 November 2014

Over 50 publishers from across the UK and around the 
world, established and iconic alongside new and emerging 
presses, thousands of original works to buy – for your 
collection, for presents or on a whim, stands run by the 
creators and publishers – talk with them as you browse, free 
entry to this friendly fair and all activities, poetry readings 
and book launches on the Saturday, special exhibition on 
the stage of Conway Hall, beautiful and historic venue in the 
heart of Bloomsbury. http://smallpublishersfair.co.uk
@SmallPublishers

American and German Libraries and Archives & 
the Contemporary Artist’s Book. A Transatlantic 
Colloquium. Leipzig, Germany, 4th - 5th December 2014
In association with ARLIS/NA and the Deutsches Buch- 
und Schriftmuseum, supported by BI-International
Venue: The German Museum of Books and Writing of the 
German National Library, Deutscher Platz 1, 04103 Leipzig, 
Germany. Programme: PDF download at: 
www.initiativefortbildung.de

Nov. 14-16 2014 • Silver Spring, MD. Pyramid Atlantic’s 
signature event. Book art, prints, speakers, demos + 
special tours at DC’s finest institutions.
Silver Spring, MD, USA
pyramidatlanticbookartsfair.org 

ARTISTS BOOK MARKET AT BALTIC, UK
Friday 5 & Saturday 6 December 2014 / 10.00-17.00
Level 1 / FREE

BALTIC becomes a market place of exhibiting and 
selling book stalls from artists, bookmakers, small press 
publishers, artist’s groups, zine artists and bookbinders. 
A programme of talks, workshops and screenings offer 
exciting opportunities to get involved and learn more about 
artists’ books. Have a go at traditional book binding or turn 
your creativity to e-books. This year we have also invited 
specialist contributions from NewBridge Off-Site, a mobile, 



interactive pod from NewBridge Books, who will host a 
platform for discussions around the potentials of small 
press and digital publishing, and North East Photography 
Network who will present a range of photographic 
publications alongside a series of talks to open a critical 
dialogue around the work on display.
 

ADULT BOOKBINDING WORKSHOP
Friday 5 December 2014 / 10.30-13.00 / Level 1
£27 & £22 concessions / BALTIC Members 10% discount / 
Book: balticmill.eventbrite.co.uk
Stationery bookbinder, Deirdre Thompson will introduce 
traditional methods of bookbinding that can be used to 
make notebooks or for binding your own artist’s book, using 
basic hand tools and looking at resources and materials.
 
ADULT BOOKMAKING WORKSHOP
Saturday 6 December 2014 / 10.30-13.00 / Level 1
£27 & £22 concessions / BALTIC Members 10% discount / 
Book: balticmill.eventbrite.co.uk
Book artist Ruth McCann will guide you through how 
to make your very own upcycled notebook made from 
collected and recycled things.  Old envelopes, beer mats, 
board games, anything and everything you can think of can 
be repurposed to form the cover and pages of your book, 
bound together using basic bookbinding techniques that 
complete beginners will be able to enjoy.  Materials will be 
provided but you could also bring your own if you have a 
specific idea. 
 
E-BOOK WORKSHOP
Saturday 6 December 2014 / 1400-1630 / Level 1
£27 & £22 concessions / BALTIC Members 10% discount / 
Book: balticmill.eventbrite.co.uk
Led by one of BALTIC’s talented Freelance Artists this 
hands-on workshop will guide you step by step to create 
your very own customised e-book. Bring your book to life 
with text, images, video, music and narration. Learn how to 
share your book with friends and family. We will provide an 
iPad and free software, you just need to bring some ideas to 
get you started.

To see the full programme visit: balticmill.com/participate
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
South Shore Road, Gateshead
NE8 3BA, United Kingdom

MISS READ: The Berlin Art Book Fair features leading 
protagonists of international contemporary art book 
publishing 12-14 December 2014 at HKW. Berlin 
theberlinartbookfair.com 

INTERNET NEWS

A link to the University of Otago’s Bulletin feature on 
Otago University’s Printer-in-Residence Peter Vangioni.  
Output is always one book – usually text and image – and 
100 copies only. This year Peter Vangioni, owner-operator of 
Kowhai Press, Christchurch, is printing text and images by 
Michael Morley, an experimental musician and visual artist, 
in the Otakou Press room, Central University Library. The 
text is being printed on our Columbian ‘Eagle’ press; images 
on the Albion.  
 
The work is titled XXXXXwords; 100 copies only; nine lyrics 
(poems); 5 images; cost NZ$140.00 (incl gst)
www.otago.ac.nz/otagobulletin/news/otago077391.html

The Most Difficult Thing Ever: Film of the book of the 
blog of the walking about. http://themostdifficultthingever.
blogspot.co.uk/2014/08/the-most-difficult-thing-ever-
bookcd.html

Steel Bananas. Established in Toronto in 2008
Steel Bananas is a not-for-profit artist collective and 
boutique press. We publish artist books, poetry, and fiction 
collections in print, along with zines in various media. 
Our members individually and collaboratively produce 
objects, installations, and happenings in various cities in 
North America and Europe, often in conjunction with SB 
publications. We currently operate in Toronto (Canada) and 
Leeds (United Kingdom) with previous stints in Vancouver, 
Edmonton, and Fredericton, Canada. 

We aim to provide a playful forum for contemporary art, 
letters, and criticism while remaining in flux, meeting new 
artists, starting new collaborations, and making friends. 
We strive for openness, access, and dialogue in all of our 
work. www.steelbananas.com

Judging a book by its cover. A review of InsideOUT: 
Contemporary Bindings of Private Press Books exhibition 
at St Bride Foundation, London, by Patrick Myles (first 
published in Crafts magazine, July/August 2014). 
http://patrickmylesdesign.wordpress.com/2014/08/16/
judging-a-book-by-its-cover/

From Jürgen Wegner: Manutius Network 2015
Few printers have contributed as much to the advancement 
of the humanist book as Aldus Manutius (c. 1451 - 1515). 
His family press was active in Venice, Bologna and Rome for 
over a century, from 1494 to 1598. Its publications have been 
collected and studied up to the present day as milestones in 
the development of Western civilisation. Manutius Network 
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A review by Steve Clarke, on Photomonitor of Stephen 
McCoy’s ‘Housing Estates 1979 - 91’, published by Café 
Royal Books. http://www.photomonitor.co.uk/2014/08/
housing-estates/

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

Gutenberg’s Apprentice
By Alix Christie
A novel of invention.
Alix Christie’s debut novel tells the extraordinary story 
of the invention of movable type and the making of the 
Gutenberg Bible in Mainz between 1450 and 1454. 

Told through the eyes of Peter Schoeffer, the first publisher 
and printer of the dazzling Mainz Psalter, “Gutenberg’s 
Apprentice” is the first recounting of the invention to give 
Johann Gutenberg’s partners in the venture their due. 
Christie is an American journalist and letterpress printer 
based in London whose first novel has received glowing 
advance reviews. Booklist called it “a bravura debut,” while 
Booklist said: “An inspiring tale of ambition, camaraderie, 
betrayal and cultural transformation based on actual events 
and people, this wonderful novel fully inhabits its age.”

Gutenberg’s Apprentice is published in the U.S. & Canada by 
HarperCollins, and in Great Britain and the Commonwealth 
by Headline Review. Author appearances in Boston, 
Philadelphia, New York Oct 6-8; more information and 
ordering at www.gutenbergsapprentice.com

2015 is a website dedicated to the events for the celebrations 
of the fifth centenary of Aldus’s death. The aim is to provide 
a comprehensive picture of the conferences, seminars and 
exhibitions in honour of Aldus, the Aldine press and its 
books taking place throughout the world. Organisers are 
warmly invited to share details of their events and seize the 
opportunity for publicizing them and for collaborating with 
colleagues across the globe. The project is developed under 
the auspices of the CERL. 

Surf the Manutius Network 2015 by clicking on the single 
events in the calendar at: http://www.cerl.org/collaboration/
manutius_network_2015/main 

From Angie Butler, a link to the Unbinding the Book 
website featuring a selection of short videos: 
http://www.unbindingthebook.com

John Barrett has a new website: www.johnbarrett.es

Fantasy Factory / Torben Soeborg have created a website 
about and for artists’ books. Go to: http://artistsbooks.dk – 
or http://artists-books.dk – or http://artists-books.eu

You can – without charges – get information and pictures 
of your artists’ books published on this website. Go to the 
website, click on About website, and see how to do it.
We hope to get your artist’s book / books on the website 
– and we hope you will inform other artists about this 
opportunity. Torben Soeborg, www.torben-soeborg.dk

From WSW: Breanne Trammell, our most recent Ora 
Schneider resident, uses social media to document personal 
experiences. Her letterpress folio draws from a seven-
year Twitter feed, using phrases that reference anything 
from pop culture to critical theory. Breanne has also been 
focused on community and social engagement over the last 
several years. Through her work with The Wassaic Project, 
and Nails Across America, she has been able to build 
relationships while intertwining art and the everyday.

Head to the blog for more on Breanne’s work with memory 
and media. http://www.wsworkshop.org/2014/08/breanne-
trammell/
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Artist’s Book Yearbook 2014 - 2015 
The ABYB is a biennial reference publication focusing on 
international activity in the field of book arts. It serves 
as a resource for artists, academics, students, collectors, 
librarians, dealers, publishers and researchers, in fact 
anyone interested in artists’ books.

The 2014-2015 edition has essays, interviews, 
contributions and features on / by: Abigail Thomas, 
Reinhard Grüner, Barbara Tetenbaum, Nathalia King, 
Tanya Peixoto, John Bently, David Jury, Women’s Studio 
Workshop, Hansjorg Mayer, Gustavo Grandal Montero and 
Eleanor Brown, Linda Newington, Pete Kennedy, Angie 
Butler, Field Study, Nathalia King, Barrie Tullett, Craig 
Atkinson, David Paton, and more…

Reference information includes: collections, libraries, 
archives, bookshops, galleries, centres, design print & 
bind, publishers, dealers, presses, studios, competitions, 
fairs, festivals and exhibitions, journals, reference books, 
organisations, societies, projects, touring programmes and 
courses. 207 national and international artists have also 
listed their recent book works. 

Artists’ pages / interventions by: Sara Elgerot, Stevie 
Ronnie, Stephen Spurrier, Elizabeth Tonnard, Sylvia 
Waltering, Michael Weller, Elizabeth Willow and Philippa 
Wood. Cover design by Tom Sowden. 

Published by Impact Press, UWE Bristol. ISBN 978-1-
906501-07-5, £15 (UK p&p) or £16 (international p&p). 

Available at: www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bookpub.htm

Back issues are also on sale (half price!) at:
http://bit.ly/YHM5lM

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books 
Vol 9, No 1 October 2014

Articles in this new issue:
A Place Where Things Meet: Creative and Conceptual 
Blending by Emma Robertson (Australia)
After midnight - The workings of the Two a.m. Press by Lisa 
Wigham (UK)
Books about nothing by Amir Brito Cadôr (Brazil)
Futura Has Always Been The Future by Antonio Claudio 
Carvalho (UK)
Reading Cabinet by Amador Perez (Brazil)
Research Residency in Artists’ Books at the Edinburgh College 
of Art Library by Julie Johnstone (UK)

Artists’ pages by: Emily McVarish, Nathan Walker and 
more… Cover, badge and sticker design by Molly Lemon.

Subscribe to both issues in Volume 9 today! £10 GBP 
including UK or international postage, for Nos 1 and 2.  

Current issues and back issues information at 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm or, order directly 
from the online store: http://bit.ly/18Ha1oI

Twelve Tapestries
Elizabeth Lebon, Boabooks 

Elizabeth Lebon writes poems, prose, concrete poetry, 
and produces book objects, as well as optical and audio 
compositions. Poetry typescripts are an important part 
of the research carried out by this English artist, who 
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writes on her typewriter every day. Most of the poetry 
tapestries reproduced in this book are related to the 
perception of shores and oceans: “sey; of the oea; cocklle; 
like a cockle shell; courage; aeagull; wea wea my my; 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa; mountain ing sea sea sea; pages 
tothfh bhblel nsnkek ataghgee olofaf tkt eue sgseeeasa; are; 
sand embers.” All compositions are published for the first 
time. The title is made with an original label typewritten by 
the artist, and all copies are numbered and signed.

Twelve Tapestries 30.04.2014
Elizabeth Lebon | ISBN 978-2-940409-67-9
Softcover | 32 pages | 12 illustrations | 207 x 297 mm.
Xerox print, First Edition, signed and numbered | CHF 18 / 
Euro 15 / $ 16. www.boabooks.com/twelve-tapestries/

A Masterless Universe 
A new artist’s book by Jason Roy 

A Masterless Universe is the cornerstone of Jason Roy’s 
current exhibition NO (A Masterless Universe) exhibition up 
at Booklyn Artists Alliance. The artist appropriates imagery 
from “Masters of the Universe” meticulously recreating 
landscapes and interiors while excluding the main content 
of the pictures - the masters. The subsequent imagery 
pictures vast landscapes and ghostly interiors void of 
human interference.

Screenprinted, 11 x 15 inches. Thread bound, 12 pages.
Edition of 20. $125.00. http://buy.booklyn.org/product/a-
masterless-universe-jason-roy

Coincidence 
Candace Hicks

In Coincidence artist Candace Hicks continues her 
exploration of the phenomena of reoccurring events. 
Hicks begins her story by trying to understand what 
coincidence means by definition and how this idea can 
be challenged. This simple question carries her through 
many subjects, revisiting her interest in Napoleon and 
finding new points of interest in her child’s singing, movies, 
her friends’ experiences and so on. 

Similar to her continuous stream of thought, imagery 
of marching ants acts as lines on a page throughout 
the entirety of the book. Ants are the only instance of 
coincidence on which Hicks focuses within this edition, 
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sections of text being completely blocked by a swarm of 
ants, the writing only to be revealed with a pair of red-
lensed glasses the artist provides.

Screenprinted edition of 50, 2014. Dimensions: 8.0 in W x 
9.75 in H x 0.75 in D. Binding Type: cloth case, hand sewn
Price: USD 800. Available from Booklyn: http://booklyn.
org/archive/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/object_id/1642

The Free Music Machine Drawings of Percy Grainger 
Published by Coracle
The book contains all the drawings by Percy Grainger for 
the Free Music Machines he developed with Burnett Cross 
towards the end of his musical life. They were mostly drawn 
between 1951 and 1953. 

This is the first time many of these drawings have been seen, 
and their improvisational notation and sense of invention 
make them of recurrent interest to both composers, writers 
and artists working in wider fields. At the same time the 
book attempts to be the album in which to present them, 

and in which they can be viewed at a suitably large and 
readable scale. The book and drawings are introduced 
by an authoritative contextual essay by musicologist 
Wilfred Mellers written for this publication. £35.00. 
For information, or to order visit: http://coracle.ie

Robin Hood Gardens
Craig Atkinson

28.08.14, 36 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. Edition of 250. 
£7.00. http://www.caferoyalbooks.com/index.php/shop/
robin-hood-gardens/

Tall Tales Book Launch
The Reverend’s Tea party and Book Readings!
Sunday 5th October,  G511ERY, London, UK

Tall Tales - A Journal by The Reverend
Illustrated by Benedict Hunter, with cover hand-printed by 
G511ERY, London

Private View from 3pm, Sunday 5th October at G511ERY, 
511 Seven Sisters Road, London N15 6EP, UK

Save your pennies now, for the Bar, Signed Books! Bags! 
Meanwhile preview the book at:
http://churchofmuddle.wordpress.com

One Hundred
By Eric Veit
Published by Good Press
To accompany ‘Before & After’ here at Good Press, New 
York based artist and facilitator Eric Veit has created 
One Hundred. The result of what may seem photocopy 
experimentation, these collages use cut paper, drawing, 
painting, objects placed, and other techniques, to create a 
series of bold images. The book is end to end with imagery, 
some subtle, some with an accidental feeling, others with 
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The text of both of these books is brand new, collaborative, 
and written specifically for these books and their form: a 
single spine, reversible dos-a-dos. 32 pages, with letterpress 
& digitally printed covers and digitally printed interiors, in 
editions of 100 copies. Both books cost $8 USD each.

You can see images, read some of the text, read more about 
the books & authors, and purchase copies through these 
links:

Conditions / Conditioning, with poems by Jen Hofer & TC 
Tolbert: http://newlightspress.blogspot.co.uk/2014/08/say-
hello-to-your-last-chapbook-jen.html 

Transister / Identity Colleges, with poems by j/j hastain & 
Noel Black: http://newlightspress.blogspot.com/2014/08/
say-hello-to-your-last-chapbook-jj.html 

Two new books from HG makes:

Seeds
Rubber stamp printing onto paper seed packets, bound with 
garden string. 70 x 100 mm, edition of 5. £8

A Second Series of Small Admissions
This is a follow up to a book I made last year A Series of 
Small Admissions. As time has passed I have considered the 
pile of unused tickets and kept a note of fleeting thoughts 
and realisations that fitted the criteria for this concept 
‘A concertina book of tickets, each revealing a small 

much purpose, the end result is a beautiful collection of 
abstracts fittingly reproduced with the medium they were 
originally functioned.

20.3 x 26.5 cm, 40 pages, black and white digital printing 
throughout, saddle stitched, sticker on front and back 
covers, edition of 60, August 2014.

Price with shipping: £6.50 UK; £8.50 Europe; £10.00 rest of 
the world. http://www.goodpressgallery.co.uk/index.php?/
hidden/one-hundred-eric-veit-good-press-editions/

New from the NewLights Press: 
Say Hello to Your Last Chapbook!  Nos 4 & 5
Announcing the release of the last two chapbooks from the 
2014 Say Hello to Your Last Chapbook! series…

Conditions / Conditioning by Jen Hofer & TC Tolbert

Transister / Identity Colleges by j/j hastain & Noel Black



personal admission on the reverse, in proportion with the 
scale and transient nature of the ticket’.  The hardest thing 
has been not to include or admit to anything too big!
Rubber stamp printing onto paper tickets with card end 
covers. 53 x 34 mm, edition of 25. £4

Both of these new titles will be available at Counter - 
Plymouth Artist’s Book Fair, or by contacting me through: 
http://hgmakes.blogspot.com

The Power of Small - Issue 25 of ‘bio auto graphic’ 
from Mike Nicholson. A new edition of the ‘bio auto 
graphic’ series is now available. 
www.ensixteeneditions.blogspot.com

Franticham’s Assembling Box Nr. 27
Visual Poetry and Works Inspired by Fluxus
A5 box with contributions from 23 invited artists from 
seven countries. 

Visual poetry, collages, prints, multiples and objects. 
Contributions from:

Vittore Baroni, Italy - Pier Roberto Bassi, Italy - John M. 
Bennett, USA - Bruno Chiarlone, Italy - Fernando Garcia 
Delgado, Argentina - David Dellafiora, Australia - Klaus 
Peter Dencker, Germany - Antonio Gomez, Spain - 
Klaus Groh, Germany - Mikula Luellwitz, Germany - Serse 
Luigetti, Italy - Leo Morrissey, USA - Andrew Maximilian 
Niss, Germany - Juergen Olbrich, Germany - Antonio 

Sassu, Italy - Skooter, USA - Litsa Spathi, Netherlands - 
Pete Spence, Australia - Carol Stetser, USA - Ptrzia Tictac, 
Germany - Richard Tipping, Australia - Andrew Topel, USA 
- Reid Wood, USA

40 copies signed and numbered 1/40 to 40/40. September 
2014. Only 15 copies available for sale. Price: 70 Euro / 
100 $ / 60 GBP. Order your copy online at:
http://www.redfoxpress.com/ass.box27.html
You can order also by email at info@redfoxpress.com

Franticham’s Los Angeles Palm Trees
Screenprints of Los Angeles signs (with palm trees).
A screenprinted edition from Franticham by Redfoxpress, 
Ireland. 25 x 33 cm limited edition book. 24 screenprinted 
pages on BFK Rives 250 gr. handprinted and bound in 
Achill Island, Ireland. Printed plexiglass cover, 69 signed 
and numbered copies. September 2014. Price: 350 euro / 
290 GBP / 455 $US. You can order online with Paypal at: 
http://www.redfoxpress.com/FH-LA.html
or by email at info@redfoxpress.com

Noir Interiors 
Richard Roberts
Noir Interiors takes you on a journey through a landscape 
of half-lit doorways, labyrinthine corridors and shadowy 
staircases. The images have been plucked from old Film 
Noir movies and the actors have been removed leaving only 
the dimly-lit film-set backgrounds. These have then been 
reassembled and repositioned to create a twilight, Noir 
world of my own imagining.
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46 pages 170gsm. Edition of 100, 13.5 x 18.5cm. Screenprint, 
offset lithography, photocopy and omnicrom. £10.00
http://www.robertsprint.co.uk/product/noir-interiors

scraps
Scott McCarney
scraps contains facsimiles of notes collected over the last 
decade and stored in a leaf-covered box. These seemingly 
random jottings on odds and ends of paper belie an interest 
in various forms of word play (anagrams, word squares, 
puns, malapropisms, portmanteau) as well as found and 
overheard texts. 

The notes in scraps are rendered typographically on the 
verso of the photographs — a back-to-back duel between 
photographer and typographer. Both sides are re-presented 
by digital media, (from camera and scanner to press) while 
the hand-written and the type-set stand their ground as 
hybrid word/images.

6 x 9 inches; 64 pages. Colour cover, black & white on cream 
paper interior, perfect bound. 
http://scottmccarney.blogspot.com
http://scottmccarneyvisualbooks.com

‘Portfolio: Peering Into the World of 1970’s Hollywood 
and L.A.’
By Daniel D. Teoli Jr. 
A hand printed artist’s book. 

Photography of Daniel D. Teoli, Jr. View more images at: 
http://portfolioartistsbook.tumblr.com
For information or to order, contact the artist at: 
http://danielteolijr.tumblr.com

Twenty-Six Roadkills
Daniel D. Teoli Jr
‘Twenty-Six Roadkills’ is a hand printed artist’s book 
produced by Daniel D. Teoli Jr. in honour of the 50th 
anniversary of Ed Ruscha’s landmark ‘Twentysix Gasoline 
Stations’. This limited edition artist’s book is a letter size, 
landscape format, spiral coil bound, hand printed book 
with 26 color and black and white photographs. The pages 
have hand rounded corners, hand made marbled end sheets 
and frosted clear plastic covers front and back. The book 
is printed on premium grade matte acid free DUO photo 
paper. The images throughout the book are archival pigment 
prints made with an Epson Pro printer.

An introduction begins the book and the photographs 
follow - portfolio style. Plastic print protectors are used 
for each photograph and can be lifted off for viewing. The 
standard edition is limited to 50 artists’ books, and 2 pre-
production proof books, is priced at $1600. The museum 
edition is printed on DUO rag paper and is limited to 5 
books and 1 pre-production proof book. It is priced at 
$2000. http://twentysixroadkills.tumblr.com
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They Were Like Poetry 
Elisabeth Tonnard
I’m happy to announce my new book. It consists of poems 
based on a suggestion by James Joyce.
The poems are exercises, composed from sentences that 
were themselves meant as exercises. The sentences come 
from a popular 19th century school grammar by Alexander 
Allen and James Cornwell. Joyce mentions the “nice 
sentences” in this book and the idea of them as poetry in 
A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man:

“And there were nice sentences in Doctor Cornwell’s 
Spelling Book. They were like poetry but they were 
only sentences to learn the spelling from. ------Wolsey 
died in Leicester Abbey ------Where the abbots buried 
him. ------Canker is a disease of plants, ------Cancer one 
of animals. It would be nice to lie on the hearthrug before 
the fire, leaning his head upon his hands, and think on 
those sentences.”

Which is what I did.

Published in Leerdam, The Netherlands, August 2014.
Edition of 100 numbered copies. Black & white printing, 
perfect bound paperback. Size 13 x 19 cm, 68 pages.
Priced at 18 Euros plus shipping. 
You can order the book at: http://elisabethtonnard.
com/2014/08/02/they-were-like-poetry/

The Happy Hypocrite – Heat Island, Issue 7 
Guest edited by Isla Leaver-Yap 
Published by Book Works

Always subject to change, invasion, adaptation, and 
enhancement, the body is our most essential material, 
our primary limit. Touch, meanwhile, is the body’s only 
unmediated form of acquiring embodied knowledge, 
constantly experiencing the texture of the present tense.

The Happy Hypocrite – Heat Island seeks to understand how 
our hands (as both digital and analogous devices) and our 
bodies physically traverse and negotiate knowledge. This 
issue comprises a temporary assembly of individuals who 
are acutely and intelligently aware that what we choose to do 
with our bodies, how we express it alone or with others, can 
provide valuable cultural openings and resistances to bodily 
regulation, whether self-imposed or via external legislation.

With contributions and new work by Park McArthur, 
Duncan Marquiss, Dena Yago, Elaine Cameron-Weir, 
Giuseppe Mistretta, Francis Sanzaro, Allison Gibbs, Will 
Holder, Mary Simpson, Charlotte Prodger, an interview 
concerning ‘adjustment’ between Anna McLauchlan and 
Gerry Kielty, and reprinted material by Paul Nash and Stow 
Print College, Glasgow. 
 
The Happy Hypocrite – Heat Island, issue 7, guest edited 
by Isla Leaver-Yap, published by Book Works in an edition 
of 1,000; colour and black and white throughout, with 
scented paper insert; 96pp; soft cover; designed by APFEL 
(A Practice for Everyday Life); 230 x 165 mm.
ISBN 978 1 906012 65 6. www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1821

Inside This Earthen Vessel
Words by Pete Kennedy, letterpress prints by David Jury

Inside This Earthen Vessel by Pete Kennedy, artist’s book, 
19 x 24 cm. Six poems set out in the shape of pots each with 
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a different rubber stamped symbol appropriate to the ideas 
of the man featured in the poem, one illustration, one page 
of ‘explanation’, a cd of PK reading earlier versions of the 
poem(s). Loose leaf inside a folder-like cover. £20, edition 
of 50 only.

“Pete Kennedy’s words are contained in six ‘Earthen Vessels’. 
But none of these vessels is whole, their bases, by varying 
degrees, are missing. In fact, it quickly becomes clear that all 
knowable laws are absent. So what is it that holds the words 
together? 

The more you look the more you read, the more you read 
the more you look. Their occasional dramatic change of 
scale: ‘Namaste’ and ‘I Am a Buddha Now’ rightly dominate 
whilst their additional ‘weight’ causes them to slowly fall, 
like sediment, towards the bottom of the jar... that does not 
exist. These vessels are spine-tingling.” 
David Jury. June 2014.

This is a meeting of two minds. Between us we’ve been 
‘doing’ art for 90 odd years. Well, odd in my case, 
meticulous in DJ’s. For David is an artist whirler when it 
comes to working a press with his tweezers teasing new 
meanings from my words.

So to begin, David loved the words in my Inside This 
Earthen Vessel which I brought to him after I had laid them 
out in the shape of typographic pots. Mine was a series of 
six concrete poems in which I had put the typo into the 
shape of a pot in an edition of 50. Some ‘important’ words 
I had enlarged. My version is basically ‘unaltered text’ typo 
speak, and can be read as a ‘book’. So, David thought the 

words were ‘spine-tingling’, the typo form was of interest to 
his present investigations into words typed/laid out in the 
shape of things and he obviously had a hunch that he could 
do something substantial with them in letterpress. It became 
his summer obsession.

David saw possible developments out of the idea and 
wanted to go much larger, with an edition of about 30. 
The collaboration is ‘altered text’ and with a sub-text in a 
smaller font can be read in at least two ways, and more. The 
‘sub-text’ came about because I had left gaps between words 
in order to create the pot shape. DJ saw that as a waste of 
valuable space which letters could fill. 

David also edited some of my original words out in order 
to fit the pot shape, he asked me to produce a second text 
of a totally different nature to the main text for the sub-text 
and we would arrange and agree which words to include or 
exclude. Pete Kennedy, 2014.

Inside This Earthen Vessel, words by Pete Kennedy, 
letterpress prints by David Jury, artist’s book, Six poems 
letterpressed in the shape of pots on Zerkal 145gsm mould-
made paper 38 x 57cm. Folded cover on Arches 88 57 x 
76cm. edition of 30, price on request.

Words © PETE KENNEDY 2014
bukman@apulhed.co.uk
apulhed.wordpress.com

Letterpress Layout © DAVID JURY 2014
jury.david@gmail.com
www.davidjury.com
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REPORTS & REVIEWS

See:

Appendix 1
An Encyclopaedia of Everything Turns 300 books
Cheryl Penn

Appendix 2
MA21 - 21 years of the MA at Bradford School of Arts 
and Media, UK
Manya Doñaque

STOP PRESS! 

Uniform Books announces the launch of Uniformagazine

Since the turn of the century models for independent 
publishing have changed markedly. In addition to 
bookshops and bookfairs, publishers can now reach 
readers direct through online networks of targeted 
information and focus.

Strictly speaking, publication is always to do with exchange; 
either by commerce, as in the traditional production and 
sale of physical books, or now by making online content 
available to view and to take - a radically different quality 
and scope to the connections between publisher and reader. 
With these two modes, online publishing and printed books, 
the uncertainty about what publishing now is, what it has 
become through these parallel tools, is often characterised 
as undergoing some sort of uncertainty, even crisis.

During its first few years of activity, Uniformbooks has 
attempted to keep a momentum of publication, and while 
online platforms and social media provide formats for 
posting regular announcements and fresh content, the 
actual books appear somewhat erratically. The diversity 

of the titles we publish results in several arriving at once, 
and we go to press as soon as possible, without the planned 
marketing schedules of trade publishing.

The plain form of the pamphlet has persisted throughout 
the history of publishing, its flexibility and limited extent 
perfectly suited to a single subject or to simple gatherings 
of text and imagery. The Uniformagazine is intended as a 
quarterly occurrence alongside the books, for the variety 
of writers, artists and contributors that we work with and 
publish, as well as for slighter or peripheral content; not 
necessarily thematic, but with that possibility.
Colin Sackett

The first issue of Uniformagazine, a new quarterly.
No.1 Autumn 2014 - Available 1st October.
32pp pamphlet, 215 x 145 mm. £4.00. ISSN 2056–6301
The regular blog will run in parallel.
www.uniformagazine.com

Printed Web No. 2
From Library of the Printed Web
Pure print-on-demand by artists who work on, within and 
around the internet. 

Fall 2014 contributors: Constant Dullaart, Daniel Temkin, 
James Bridle, John Zissovici, Cheryl Sourkes, Brian 
Droitcour, Tan Lin, Angela Genusa, Webdriver Torso, 
Rafaël Rozendaal, Olia Lialina and Cory Arcangel. 
Published by Paul Soulellis.

176 pages. $35.00 USD. http://shop.lotpw.com/collections/
frontpage/products/printedweb2

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
@SarahBodman
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are on show at Bower Ashton 
Library. Please check before travelling as opening hours 
vary during vacation periods and bank holidays. 
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 or email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

NEXT DEADLINE: 12TH OCTOBER FOR THE 
NOVEMBER NEWSLETTER

If you have news, please email items for the BAN to: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk  Please supply any images as 
good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  |  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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ARTICLE Three 
An Encyclopaedia of Everything Turns 300 books. 
Cheryl Penn (South Africa) 20th July 2014 
 
http://an-encyclopedia-of-everything.blogspot.com.au/2014/07/an-encyclopedia-of-everything-
turns-300.html 
 
I have started the collation (massive task!) and systematic documentation of all the works 
received for An Encyclopaedia of Everything, for an on-line catalogue due for down 
loading when this installation is exhibited in October (D.V. at the KZNSA Gallery in 
Durban). Two highpoints stand out for me. One, the date of An Encyclopaedia of Everything 
turning 100 books was 29th July 2013. This means that in just a year, over 200 books have 
been made and swapped and travelled the world to be part of this installation. Secondly, it 
would not have been possible without collaboration from artists I know, those I have come to 
know and artists I know nothing of - except that they are willing to share their work. This 
collection is set alight by a collaborative generosity of spirit not often evidenced in the art 
arena. 
 
Collaboration works in different ways. It could be an exchange of books, such as is 
evidenced on http://artistbooks.ning.com - and for this I thank Robert Heather for his 
maintenance and supervision of this artists book website - the book collections which now 
belong to numerous book artists all over the world would not be possible without his support 
- (see article An Encyclopaedia of Everything Turns 200 books - http://an-encyclopedia-of-
everything.blogspot.com/search?q=turns+200+books 
 
Or artists have contributed to the content of a book, for example – Artists’ Postcards. In a 
work such as this, I asked TICATAC (Germany) for a set of her postcards as artefacts for a 
book. Without hesitation, a full set were sent with the next mail, signed, stamped and 
numbered. The use such artefacts in book production are in keeping with my attempt in this 
body of work to give the reader access to medium/information reality. No longer is the book 
about images of paintings/images of postcards/images of drawings - the reader interacts with 
the genuine item.  
  

 
Cheryl Penn, 2014. Artists’ Postcards. (Unique book made from artists’ postcards 

received from TICATAC (Germany). 
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Collaboration includes the Circ! series of books where I sent half finished works to other 
artists to complete. Artists who collaborated with me on this series are John Bennett (USA), 
Mehrl C Bennett (USA), Allan Bealy (USA) (3 sets of works), Alicia Starr (USA) Martine 
Rastello (France), Petru Viljoen and Lesley Magwood Fraser (South Africa).    
 

 
Allan Bealy (USA) and Cheryl Penn (South Africa), 2014. Circ! (Architecture). 

 
Petru Viljoen and Cheryl Penn (South Africa), 2014. Circ! 

 
There are writing/poetry collaborations. These works can be read on 
http://collaborativecanto.blogspot.com and include writing with David Stone, (USA - 4 
books, another currently under way), Marie Wintzer (Japan), Wolfgang Guenther (Germany) 
Petru Viljoen (South Africa, and Joel Chase (USA). Exchanging words is as powerful as 
surrendering thoughts - words are formidable tools of communication, and how we select and 
interact with our words between each other can be a microcosm of our inner selves.  
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David Stone (USA) and Cheryl Penn (South Africa), 2014. Morning Masks. 

             

 
Marie Wintzer (Japan) and Cheryl Penn (South Africa), 2013/2104.  

An Epic. The Vicious Circle of the Couch Potato. (Photographs by Marie Wintzer) 
 

There are artists who give permission for their work to be used for another intention other 
than Mail Art, for example John Bennett (USA) and Theo Nelson (Canada). I have used each 
of these artists work in numerous ways, but one stand out includes work they have sent in the 
creation of a mini biography. Imagine reading the biography of Picasso, which included 
original artworks - these books feel as good to me. Theo Nelson bought into my series 
Vessels in Dispute, thereby helping to spread the mythology, which might one day become - 
a meme? 

 
John Bennett by Cheryl Penn, 2014. 

(Visual Poetry, collaborations, notes, shopping lists by John Bennett) 
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Cheryl Penn, 2014. Vessels in Dispute. (Vessels by Theo Nelson)   
 

To create An Anthology of International Doodles, I sent out pages requesting artists from all 
over the world to doodle and return to me. The definition of ‘Doodles’ may be stretched 
beyond all recognition, but is that not the intention of Artists Books? To question and 
interrogate the traditional book, to stretch the imagination? I have been collecting for a year 
now and this will result in at least 4 books.  
 

 
Various artists, 2013/2014. An Anthology of International Doodles.  

(Doodles by Anna Banana (Canada) and Mehrl C Bennett (USA)) 
 
As I’ve said before, we book artists are generally in the business of working alone. Our 
intense thinking, creating and binding acts are meditative and insular, but our works long to 
Be Out There. There is something very personal about giving and receiving a book from 
another artist. One sits in the headspace of a maker’s ideas made flesh. We plan and plot, 
draw and write, print and paint. We sew and bind, construct and invent. I mean – who GETS 
artists’ books better than book artists? Add to the mix the process of collaborating – the 
heady, resounding echoes of a choir instead of a piping solo = many artists creating meaning 
through text and image in one corpus – this is An Encyclopaedia of Everything.  
http://an-encyclopedia-of-everything.blogspot.com 
http://collaborativecanto.blogspot.com 
http://cherylpenn.com/wpb/ 
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A golden, swapped book I have to show you: 
 

 
Sally Chinea (UK). 2014. Golden Miles. (Unique, sewn, cloth accordion book)   

 
Contributing Artists (including collaborators)  
Reed Altemus (USA)  
Tiziana Baracchi (Italy) 
Vittore Baroni (Italy) 
Allan Bealy (USA)  
Angela Behrendt (Germany) 
C. Mehrl Bennett (USA) 
John Bennett (USA) 
Jessica Botma (South) Africa 
Judy Bourke (Australia) 
Kathy Boyle (New Zealand) 
Vizma Bruns (Australia) 
Joel Chase (USA)  
Sally Chinea (UK) 
Marian Crane (USA) 
Pal Csaba (Hungary) 
David Dellafiora (Australia) 
Theresa Easton (UK) 
Ken Ford (Australia) 
Robyn Foster (Australia) 
Carina Granlund (Finland) 
Rob Grant (Australia) 
Rosa Gravino (Argentina) 
Karen Greenwood (South Africa) 
Uli Grohmann (Germany) 
Wolfgang Guenther (Germany)  
Rebecca Guyver (UK) 
Sue Hobbs (South Africa) 
Estelle Hudson (South Africa) 
Laura Hudson (New Zealand) 
Lisa Iverson (USA) 

Eberhard Janke (Germany) 
Bifidus Jones (USA) 
Satu Kaikkonen (Finland) 
Hilke Kurzke (UK) 
Susanna Lakner (Germany) 
Robin Lamplough (South Africa 
Alexander Limarev (Russia) 
Lesley Magwood-Fraser (South Africa) 
Yves Maraux (France) 
Dean Marks (France) 
Catherine Mc Cue Boes (Australia) 
Kathleen Nartuhi (USA) 
Not Hi Ng (USA) 
Cheryl Penn (South Africa) 
Walter Pennacchi (Italy) 
Marcela Peral (Argentina) 
Martine Rastello (France) 
Bernd Reichert (Belgium) 
Kensa Rescorla (UK) 
Colleen Ross (South Africa) 
Chris Ruston (UK) 
Ruth Shaw-Williams (UK) 
Gwen Simpson (UK) 
Christopher Skinner (UK) 
Mark Sonnenfeld (USA)  
Alicia Starr (USA) 
Karl Steurer (Switzerland)   
Matthew Stolte (USA) 
David Stone (USA)  
Rod Summers (Netherlands) 
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Erich Sunnderman (Austria) 
TICTAC (Ptrzia) (Germany) 
Cauli Torma (Budapest, Hungary) 
Stephanie Turnbull (UK) 
Lubomyr Tymkiv (Ukraine) 
Anete Ulmane (Latvia) 
Guido Vermeulen (Belgium) 

Petru Viljoen (South Africa) 
Klaus von Mirbach (Germany) 
Svenja Wahl (Germany) 
Nadine Wendell Mojica (USA) 
Marie Wintzer (Japan) 
Jesvin Yeo (Singapore) 

 
Note: I would appreciate it if anyone notifies me if his or her name is not on the list - that would be 
a disaster to me! Collecting/swopping for this installation will not end with the exhibition - this 
may become a lifetime work - perfect for An Encyclopaedia of Everything. I am intending to send a 
listing to participants and there will be a full catalogue available for download, which includes the 
blog write up, and image of the works received for the collection.  
 
Many thanks again to all the artists who have made this work possible.  
 
http://an-encyclopedia-of-everything.blogspot.com.au/2014/07/an-encyclopedia-of-everything-
turns-300.html 
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MA21 
21 years of the MA at Bradford School of Arts and Media, UK 
 
Bradford School of Arts & Media’s annual show for the MA Visual Arts graduates 
was even more special this year, as the work of this year’s graduates was shown 
alongside a special Anniversary exhibition celebrating 21 years of the MA.  
 
MA alumni, along with current and former programme staff, feature in the diverse 
anniversary exhibition which includes contributions from Yagdar Ali, Janet 
Allsebrook, Paul Bennett-Todd, Alan Birch, Jo Booth, Heather Boxall, Shelley 
Burgoyne, Ian Colverson & Colin Lloyd, Jenni Danson, John Dix, Prue Dixon, 
Manya Doñaque & Dianne Doñaque, Patrick Eyres, Eddie Fenn, Ruth Fettis, Simon 
Ford, Steve Francis, Pat Fuller, Robert Galeta, Ian Gilmour, Bryony Good, Jill Good, 
Helen Graham, Margaret Grant, Barbara Greene, Carole Griffiths, Joe Grisag, Kathy 
Hammond, Steve Hanson, Martin Hearne, Julie M Hemingway, Caroline Hepworth, 
Caroline Hick & Jez Coram, Vic Cruz Howell, Rich Jones, Simon Milo Mitchell 
Jones, Francis Kelly, Andrew Lister, Colin Lloyd, Ian Mackown, Alan Marks, John 
McDowall, Denise McIlroy, Phil Moody, Matthanee Nilavongse, Clare Phelan, Neil 
Pittaway, Jonathan Prendergast, Yan Preston, Angie Rogers, Stuart Rushworth, June 
Russell, Ann Rutherford, Nikki Sheen, Tony Stephenson, Barbara Sykes, Philippa 
Troutman, Victoria Uttley, Sue Walker, Linda Walsh, Cath Walshaw, Claire 
Wellesley-Smith and Helen Wood. 
 
MA21 celebrates twenty-one years of postgraduate courses at Bradford School of Arts 
& Media – MA Printmaking, MA Photography, MA Politics of Representation, MA 
Representation in Film, MA Visual Culture and the current MA Visual Arts 
programme. This exhibition celebrates the curiosity, creativity and critical 
engagement we strive to offer at Bradford. The range of Masters programmes at 
Bradford has operated as a springboard for, or consolidation of, the professional 
careers of many people. 
 
These courses have all enabled students to explore their practice both creatively and 
academically through their emphasis on the interrelation of critical theory and artistic 
practice. The integration of experimental, playful praxis and theoretical discourses 
based in the area of cultural studies has resulted in graduates that engage with 
contemporary culture in various ways. 
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The MA in Printmaking was established in the School in 1993. We invited former 
students and staff to submit new work for a celebratory exhibition that was held this 
September at Dean Clough Galleries, Halifax, UK. Whilst the current MA in Visual 
Arts has evolved to offer students the opportunity to explore the boundaries of 
contemporary visual arts practice across a range of media including: 2D/3D Media, 
Printmaking, Photographic Arts, Ceramics, Drawing, Painting, Digital Arts as well as 
a pure Critical Theory route.  
 
Printmaking at Bradford has perhaps several histories, starting with print design for 
the textile industry, of which we have an important archive. Print as artists’ medium 
would have been partly driven by the successes of the School of Paris, then with the 
renaissance of print at the time of pop art and the counter-culture, here and in the 
United States.  
 
In the 1970s the department had a close relationship with a community printshop next 
door, and the Printmaking MA was from the beginning set up as a place for critical 
debate as well as studio provision. Studio facilities remain comprehensive, from 
traditional to digital processes, encouraging students to become small publishers. We 
house a collection of book works and multiples produced by students and practicing 
artists. We continue to award our 'Artist-in-Residence' scheme for those students who 
excel on the MA course. We also offer an HE Access to Workshops scheme so that 
recent graduates from our BA and MA programmes of study can access the facilities 
by paying a fee for the period of an academic year. This allows them to prepare 
portfolios, develop a body of work that is gallery, fair ready etc. in preparation for 
their professional careers. 
 
Our extensive letterpress resources enable us to contribute, to Artist’s Book Fairs in 
Leeds, Manchester and Marseille; whilst our new laser printer, laser cutter and 3D 
prototyping printer are used by all the departments in the school of art, pushing 
innovation, experimentation and conceptualisation of traditional processes and new 
media. 
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Bradford School of Arts and Media state of the arts Printmaking studio facilities, Bradford, 2014 
 

     
 

 
 

Article dedicated to Bradford School  of Arts and Media  
in the Marseille Book Project International Fair's catalogue, Marseille, 2012 

 

     
 

Leeds International Contemporary Artist's Book Fair Leeds  
and Marseille Book Project International Fair, Marseille, 2013 
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As well as helping students to go on to further studies and the forming of artists’ 
groups and networks the department has continued to be involved in the community, 
helping set up the Bradford Arts Forum in 1998 and its free newspaper After the 
Break which debated the contribution of the arts to regeneration. The Hibrida 
exhibition and publishing project was set up with a notable exchange exhibition with 
the art school in Brno, Czech Republic in 2005.  
 
A Multiples exhibition followed and led to a days conference at Hereford Art School, 
with speaker Dr. Stephen Bury from the British Library talking about his book 
Breaking the Rules, the printed face of the European avantgarde. Students and 
academic staff took part in the IMPACT 6 Print Conference in 2009 with an 
exhibition of the 'Multi Box Project' exhibited at Bower Ashton, as well as academic 
poster presentations held at the Centre for Fine Print Research at the Faculty of 
Creative Arts, The University of the West of England Bristol, UK.  
 

      
 

'Multi Box Project' at IMPACT 6 Print Conference, Bristol and YCC, Bradford, 2009 
 
Crash Cinema was a yearly symposium alongside the Bradford Film Festival.   
In 2011 colleagues contributed installations and talks to the Ways of Looking photo 
festival and catalogue organised by Impressions Gallery and the National Media 
Museum. More recently through our involvement with ERASMUS Staff Mobility 
programme, colleagues organised and curated two projects involving the School of 
Arts and Media and the UPV-EHU University of the Basque Country, projects were 
exhibited at Yorkshire Craft Centre Gallery. UK, Bilbao Arte, Kultur Leioa and IKAS 
ART Universities Fair in 2013, Bilbao, Spain.   
 

  
 

Erasmus project exhibited at YCC, Bradford, Bilbao Arte and Kultur Leioa  
and Sticker Project IKAS ART Universities Fair, Bilbao, 2013 
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Academic staff: Ian Colverson, Colin Lloyd, Robert Galeta, Alan Marks, Jill Good, Manya Doñaque,   

Simon Ford and Technical staff: Barry Ingham, Helen Wood and Alison Wesley 
 
MA VA 14 and MA21 are held at the Dean Clough Galleries, Halifax, HX3 5AX. 
The exhibition private view, including a recital by Phil Moody at 1.30pm and a 
performance by Caroline Hepworth at 2.30pm, was held on Saturday 13th 
September. Exhibitions ran from 13th September until 5th October 2014.   
 
The MA Visual Arts at Bradford School of Arts and Media is a two year part-time 
course, the next course starts October 2014, if you want to receive more information 
contact: j.good@bradfordcollege.ac.uk or visit our website: bradfordcollege.ac.uk 
Bradford School of Arts and Media twitter.com/BradfordArtsMed 
 
 

        
  
 
   
Links to the MA VA 14 and MA 21: 
Twitter@ma21exhibition 
www.ma21exhibition.wordpress.com 
Links to other projects: 
http://vimeo.com/93332951 
http://stickertastic.blogspot.co.uk/ 
http://www.leedsartbookfair.com/previous-years/2007-2/ 
http://www.impact.uwe.ac.uk/events/group_exhibitions_uwe.html 
http://www.bradfordcollege.ac.uk/culture-and-arts/marseille-book-project 
 

                                                     
                                                                                   
Collaborators:  
Images: Dianne Doñaque, Simon Ford 
Text: Dr. Robert Galeta, Lecturer  
Manya Doñaque, Lecturer and Head of the Printmaking Department 
Jill Good, course leader, MA Visual Arts programme 
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From South to West... 
 
My artistic practice started in1994 whilst studying at I.U.E.S.A.P.A.R. Instituto de 
Estudios Superiores de Artes plásticas Armando Reverón, now better known as 
UNEARTE in my native Caracas, Venezuela, South América . Back then and under 
the unforgettable teaching of Consuelo Méndez, Jesús Mateos (Chucho) and Luis 
Eduardo Cabrera (Chacho), I started to discover a new world, the world of art. 
Because of the political and economic situation and the social unrest that my country 
was facing then and I am afraid to say it is worse now, my family and I moved to 
Europe, more specifically to Bilbao in 1996 where I enrolled on the UPV-EHU 
University of the Basque Country. There I encountered inspiring tutors like 
Inmaculada Jiménez, María Jesús Cueto and Agustin Ardanáz, on the graduation year 
of my studies 1999-2000, I was selected to be the beneficiary of a grant for the 
Erasmus exchange programme for the period of 4 months. 
 
In 2000 I was encouraged to enrol on a part time MA Printmaking studies 
programme, something that then seemed a huge task to me. Having the opportunity to 
be taught by exciting, committed, sympathetic and expert tutors such as Louise 
Parsons, Ian Colverson and Colin Lloyd had a profound impact in both my personal 
life and professional artistic career. Their expertise and knowledge had a pivotal 
importance in my development and it is something that I highly value and cherish on 
an everyday basis.  
 
In 2002 I was awarded with the 'Artist in Residence' prize and the following year I 
enrolled on a PGCE-PCET course. A year later I became an hourly paid tutor, then a 
part time one and my career then progressed to a full time position, eleven years later 
and I am now writing my PHD thesis and exhibiting as a professional artist. I am a 
living proof of the importance of vocational and critically engaged lecturers who 
made me believe in the possibilities that knowledge could offer me. 
 
Teaching and being involved in education, more specifically the study of art and areas 
in creative subjects is proving to be a difficult challenge. We are often asked to reduce 
physical studio spaces and as is the case with the unfortunate closure of higher 
education institutions, the future is uncertain... we need to find ways of fighting this 
phenomenon; the words that keep popping into my head and lips are ‘imagination’ 
and ‘improvisation’.  
 
Good educators are the foundation of critical and ground-breaking thinkers, dreamers, 
makers of future generations. Members of the staff need to be up to date with current 
developments, debates and art theories that underpin teaching and learning by 
developing their scholarly activity. These are imperative as well as crucial factors in 
the maintenance of our existence as air is to our lungs, keeping us alive. 
 
I believe that the goal of artists is to suggest everything and by asking unanswerable 
questions, provoke audiences to enter an eternal discussion with a myriad of readings. 
This exhibition MA VA 14 and MA 21 celebrates the talent of current students, 
alumni as well as past and present members of the staff that keep constantly 
exploring, pushing and challenging the knowledge of art and its boundaries. 
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I am happy, grateful to all of those tutors that have made an imprint on me and I am 
proud to be part of the MA Visual Arts staff team. I hope to be as much of an 
inspiration to students as my tutors have been to me, it is imperative that we keep the 
creative fire alive.                                                               
                         
‘Art’ is any human activity that aims at producing improbable situations, and it is the 
more artful (artistic) the less probable the situation that it produces. 
Vilém Flusser 
 
Richard Wollheim, ‘An Emphasis on Humanity’, The New York Times Book Review, 
April 29, 1984, p14 
 
 

                                                     Manya Doñaque 
                Lecturer 
                 Head of Printmaking Department 
                                                                                  m.donaque@bradfordcollege.ac.uk 
 
 

 

'Altered States' 
I am a multimedia artist, a lecturer and head of the print department at Bradford 
School of Arts and Media, UK a PhD student at UPV-EHU University of the Basque 
Country and a researcher at University of Salamanca, Spain. 
 
I am interested in the non-boundaries of print and I am excited about challenging the 
conceptions of what print is, as an individual in my practice and as a tutor.  
 
The theme that I am researching is the body, I am influenced by theoretical and 
practical academic research concerning with the notions and presence of time, the 
ephemeral and the cycles of nature: life and death with its alchemical and transmuting 
and changing qualities of matter from one state to another. 
 
My practice involves the I exploration of media, materials and processes to 
communicate my ideas from handling paper, making book works, producing prints, 
multiples to constructing installations, performances, sound pieces and moving image. 
 
For this particular body of work I focussed in the affectivity of altered states and the 
division of the self in both the physiological and sensory impact of medicaments in 
my body, a place between the emotional and the rational.  

I am both subject and object, I become an spectator of my own image, an ever 
changing image captured and fixed as photographs and artefacts were feeling and 
image become mix, imposing identification and distance, revealing and obscuring at 
the same time, acting as a reminder, a warning... 

These artworks were exhibited at MA VA 14 and MA21 at the Dean Clough 
Galleries, Halifax, HX3 5AX, UK from 13th September until 5th October 2014.  
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Manya Doñaque & Dianne Doñaque 
Altered Imago  
Mixed media, Triptych  (74 x 55 cm. each image) 2014 
 

   
Manya Doñaque 
Intoxicated Space  
Relief print, dimensions:  150 x 60 x 7 cm, 2014 
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Manya Doñaque  
Pressure / Treasure / Measure  
Mixed media, dimensions: (3D, variable on surface of plinth) and text 36 x 84 cm, 2014 
 
 

Manya Doñaque  
                Lecturer 

                 Head of Printmaking Department 
manyadorian@gmail.com   

m.donaque@bradfordcollege.ac.uk 
 
Links: 
http://www.ambruno.co.uk/manya-donaque.html 
http://abcarchive.blogspot.co.uk/ 
http://abcarchive.blogspot.co.uk/2013/04/instructions.html 
http://thetetley.org/reversing-machine/ 
www.iberoprinter.com/artecisoria 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/regen/manya1.htm 
manyadoriandonaque75.blogspot.co.uk 
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